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INTRODUCTION TO THE DOVER EDITION 

If architecture is indeed a way of life, then Orson Fowler in A Home 

for All introduced to his readers not merely a new concept of building, 

but a fresh attitude toward living. Should such a claim seem exaggerated, 

it must be realized that the author stood squarely upon a platform both 

individualistic (at times eccentric) and humanitarian, and when he 

turned to the art of building he attempted to gather architecture into the 

humanitarian fold. Unlike the common run of mid nineteenth -century 

“cottage manuals,” his concentrated upon the application of several 

revolutionary ideas to building, many of which were designed to “bring 

comfortable dwellings within the reach of the poorer classes.” While this 

immediate purpose—lost in Fowler’s grandiloquent house plans—failed 

of fruition, his book exerted an undeniable influence upon domestic 

American architecture. Scarcely a “cottage builder’s manual” of the 

1850’s omitted some reference to A Home for All.  Fowler’s book 

circulated as far abroad as France and England, China and the Sandwich 

Islands; in the United States, especially in the eastern portion, its effect 

was patent, for at least a thousand buildings sprang up, all of which 

embodied dramatically the extraordinary ideas of the author and bore 

visible testimony to the powerful influence of his book.  

There were sound reasons for this influence. A Home for All  opposed 

the fashionable gimcrackery of the current Greek Revival style and long 

in advance of Frank Lloyd Wright upheld the credo that form follows 

function. To provide comfort for the housewife, the author advocated 

the use of most of the advanced inventions of his day, from hot -air and 

hot-water furnaces to speaking tubes and dumbwaiters. Every room, he 

held, should have its own ventilator. Glass—described as “Nature's 

roofing and flooring material”—should be used 
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wherever possible. Finally, the indoor water closet found one of its most 

ardent champions in Orson Fowler, who be lieved that this “real necessity 

in a prime house” should be placed under the stairs. “To squeamish 

maidens and fastidious beaux,” he wrote, “this point is not submitted, 

but matrons, the aged and feeble, are asked, is not such a closet a real 

household necessity and luxury?”  

Yet it was not primarily as a crusader for modernity that Orson 

Fowler influenced the architectural climate of the nineteenth century. 

Although the octagon shape had been used in the past —notably in such 

buildings as the Baptistry in Florence and the Chapter Houses of York 

and Westminster —it had seldom been applied to domestic architecture. 

Here Orson Fowler became a true innovator, revealing to a world 

inhabiting square or rectangular homes the functional and stylistic 

advantages of an eight-sided dwelling. As the shape most closely 

approximating the sphere, the octagon allowed fo r economy of space, 

admitted increased sunlight, eliminated square corners and facilitated 

communication between rooms. “Why continue to build in the same 

SQ UARE form of all past ages?” he demanded. “Nature’s forms are mostly 

SPHERICAL .  . . . Then why not apply her forms to houses? . . . The octagon, 

by approximating to the circle, incloses more space for its wall than the 

square, besides being more compact and available.” After the 

publication of A Home for All, octagonal houses rose up dotting the 

landscape of the eastern United States, along with octagonal churches 

and school- houses, barns and carriage houses, windmills and pigsties, 

smokehouses and chicken houses and even “associative dwell ings” and 

seance chambers. The octagon fad would flourish for  a time, along with 

the vegetarian, water cure and dress reform fads of America’s mid -

century. Indeed, in Kansas during the 1850’s an Octagon Settlement was 

projected where participants were expected to work for Free Soil by 

nibbling nature’s roots in eigh t-sided dwellings. In time, Mark Twain 

would write Huckleberry Finn  in an octagonal study and Carl Carmer 

would testify to the truth of Fowler’s principles while he gloried in his 

own Octagon House at Irvington-on- Hudson. 
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Besides being the “main instrument of propagation for octagonal 

house plans throughout the United States” (Walter Creese in The 

Art Bulletin, June 1946), A Home for All appealed to the do-it-

yourself propensities of the inventive Yankee. Orson Fowler, by 

profession both publisher and phrenologist, held that every man 

could be his own architect. No apprenticeship was necessary 

provided a man was endowed with strong phrenological organs of 

Inhabitiveness (or love of home) and of Constructiveness (or 

ability to build). The author believed himself fully endowed with 

such faculties, and no sooner was the first edition of his book off 

the press than he proceeded to substitute a shovel for a pen and 

build his own octagonal house (see frontispiece). 

II 

Orson Fowler was as extraordinary as his book. Patriarchal in 

appearance thanks to his luxuriant beard, high forehead and 

piercing eyes, he was by nature the nineteenth- century 

individualist par excellence. Born in Cohocton, New York, in 

1809, he had worked on his father’s farm before entering Amherst 

College. There his plans to train for the ministry underwent a 

metamorphosis. Along with a classmate, Henry Ward Beecher, he 

found himself captivated by the phrenological doctrine recently 

introduced to the United States by Johann Kaspar Spurzheim, a 

Viennese doctor who held that character could be analyzed by 

examination of the cranium. This nineteenth-century version of 

psychiatry so appealed to Orson Fowler that, with his brother 

Lorenzo, he set out his shingle as a practicing phrenologist. 

Besides examining the heads of the nation’s philanthropists and 

criminals, artists, statesmen and writers, Orson Fowler published 

the American Phrenological Journal and Miscellany, which 

survived well into the twentieth century, and issued over his 

imprint a stream of phrenological, health and sex manuals. During 

the 1850’s, while Fowler was at work on his octagon house, Walt 

Whitman served as editor for his firm. In time, Orson Fowler 

advocated most of the reforms of his century, 
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from dress reform and anti-lacing to vegetarianism, water cure and 

teetotalism. His forte was sex education, and, as marriage 

consultant and sex scientist—a science based not only upon 

phrenological principles but upon his own personal experience in 

three marriages—Orson Fowler may be said to have foreshadowed 

Sigmund Freud. 

Ill 

Amateur architecture was thus merely one of the pursuits in 

Fowler’s many-faceted life; yet it was the pursuit in which he made 

“his lasting contribution” (Clay Lancaster in Architectural Follies 

in America). Published in 1848 by his own firm of Fowlers and 

Wells, A Home for All or a New, Cheap, Convenient, and Superior 

Mode of Building was greeted by Holden’s Dollar Magazine as 

both “novel” and “excellent,” containing architectural aphorisms 

both “sensible” and “peculiar.” In 1853 the first revised edition was 

copyrighted with a new sub-title indicating the extensive 

alterations made in the text: A Home for All or The Gravel Wall 

and Octagon Mode of Building New, Cheap, Convenient, Superior 

and Adapted to Rich and Poor. Having applied nature’s shape to 

domestic dwellings, the author had, during the years intervening 

between the first and revised versions of his work, discovered 

nature’s building material. In the course of a lecture tour to 

Wisconsin he had met one Joseph Goodrich, trader, innkeeper and 

amateur builder, who had found on the land an abundance of coarse 

sand, gravel and lime; from this he had made a mixture which he 

called grout or gravel wall. This bounty of nature was as rich in the 

east as on the western prairies and Orson Fowler promptly revised 

his architectural manual to advocate its use. “Better than brick or 

wood and not as expensive. . . . Nature’s building material is 

abundant everywhere, cheap, durable, and complete throughout. . 

. . The superiority of this plan must certainly revolutionize 

building, and especially enable poor men to build their own 

homes.” Now his book was complete, recommending the 

architecture of nature through the use of the octagon form and the 

gravel wall method of building. 
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IV 

By 1853 when the first revised edition of A Home for All was 

entered for copyright, Orson Fowler’s own octagon house near 

Fishkill, New York, was ready for occupancy. He himself had dug, 

shoveled, and wheeled nature’s building material into mortar beds. 

Exercising to the full his phrenological organ of Constructiveness, 

he had abandoned himself to the joys of amateur architecture. With 

the aid of a few assistants, he had worked at scaffolding and gravel 

walls, window sills and door arches, all the time keeping careful 

account of the expenses which he itemized in his book: ‘It cost me 

44 days’ work, of common $12 per month hands, to put up my 

wall. ... It took six days and a half of my carpenter’s labor, at $100 

per day, which, added to the other, makes $26S0, and two and a half 

days of the mason to lay the window sills, and the arches over 

windows and doors, and to level off the wall, and put on the boards, 

ready for the floor timbers." 

By the time Orson Fowler had tasted to the full the intoxicating 

pleasures of amateur architecture, his extraordinary house, perched 

upon an oval knoll overlooking the Catskills and the banks of the 

Hudson River, astounded the local citizenry of Fishkill and 

environs. Octagonal in shape, three stories high, it contained sixty 

rooms including entries, basement and a twenty-foot glass-domed 

octagonal cupola. The main floor boasted four large octagonal 

rooms—parlor, sitting room, dining room and amusement room—

all connected by folding doors, along with four other side rooms, 

all adjoining. Each of the upper floors contained twenty rooms, 

among them playroom and dancing room, gymnastic room for 

unlaced female dress reformers, a dressing room for every 

bedroom, a library and a room for minerals, shells and portraits, an 

author’s study and a prophet’s chamber. Verandas surrounded the 

house* which was completed with a wash-kitchen for rough work 

and a milk room below stairs, a woodhouse, lumber-room and 

sauce cellars. 

Many visitors were attracted to "Fowler’s Folly” overlooking 

the lordly Hudson, among them the journalists Horace Greeley and 

Charles A. Dana, the women’s liberators Amelia 
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Bloomer and Lucretia Mott. None gave a more vivid description of 

the monumental octagon than a reporter for Godey's Lady's Book, 

who wrote: 

The appearance is noble, massive, grand, and imposing, especially 
as seen from a distance. Its position, on an eminence in the basin of 
the Hudson formed by the Highlands, renders it “the observed of 
all observers,” from all the regions round about. Its scenery, as 
viewed from the top of the cupola, is surpassingly grand, far-
reaching, and picturesque. It has piazzas all around at each story, 
which make delightful promenades. Its main, or through entry, is in 
the ground or first story, devoted to work and storage; and its 
stairway is in the centre, which greatly facilitates ready access from 
each room to all the others, and saves steps, and which is lighted 
from the cupola, in the centre of which is a glass dome, which also 
lights its stairway and the right centre rooms. 

V 

For a few years only Orson Fowler reaped the joys of his 

architectural handiwork. In his octagonal dwelling he lectured on 

phrenology and entertained his bemused visitors, dined at his 

vegetarian table and wrote articles for his Phrenological Journal. 

But with mounting unemployment and a succession of bank 

failures, the “Panic” of 1857 brought an end both to the octagon 

fad and to Orson Fowler’s resources. In September of that year the 

amateur architect rented his octagon, with its 130 acres, to a New 

York real estate operator, William A. Riker, for $2500 annually. 

With this act the author of A Home for All seems to have initiated 

a series of catastrophes that overwhelmed the house of his dreams. 

Converted into a boarding house, it was the scene of a typhoid 

outbreak—partially a result of cesspool seepage through Orson 

Fowler’s supposedly impermeable gravel walls. In 1859 he sold 

the house to his daughter Orsena, who held it only a few months 

before placing it on the market. The octagonal house survived 

some four decades, passing through a series of ill-starred owners. 

During the Civil War it was converted by Andreas Cassard into a 

“Cuban Institute and 
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Military Academy.” Subsequently it was again metamorphosed 

into a boarding house whose proprietrix, one Mrs. Cunningham, 

was erroneously confused with that Mrs. Cunningham who had 

been indicted for the murder of the dentist Harvey Burdell—an 

unfortunate mistake that led her boarders to decamp. By 1880 

“Fowler’s Folly” stood empty on its knoll overlooking the 

Highlands. Ten years later the youngsters of nearby Wappingers 

Falls, armed with torches, held what the local press called “A Ball 

in a Deserted House,” a macabre carnival, a witch’s dance. The 

house, which had been bought and sold on the New York Stock 

Exchange for reputed sums ranging from $10,000 to $50,000, was 

now in a state of disrepair. Its broken windows, decayed roof and 

rotted verandas heralded the crumbling of its walls. “More of a ruin 

than ever,” it was condemned as “a public hazard,” and in August, 

1897, Fowler’s octagon was razed by a few blasts of dynamite 

supervised by Fred C. Haight, demolishing engineer. 

The builder of the octagon was spared the sight of its final 

destruction. Orson Fowler, phrenologist and sex educator, amateur 

architect whose dicta anticipated those of Frank Lloyd Wright, had 

died in 1887, ten years before the death of his ambitious octagon. 

VI 

Meanwhile, especially during the 1850’s, Fowler’s concept of 

the octagon in domestic architecture caught the imagination of the 

country. The book that elaborated his views ran through several 

editions: the first edition of 1848, with reprintings in 1849, 1850 

and 1851; the revised edition of 1853, with reprintings in 1854 and 

1856; as well as at least two undated editions. “Fowler’s Folly” is 

said to have inspired a mystery—Gertude Knevels’ Octagon 

House, published in 1925. By that time Fowler’s book was 

becoming a sought-for rarity. The embodiment of an architectural 

experiment that caught fire during the mid-century, A Home for 

All, capturing the taste and aspirations of its time, has an enormous 

documentary interest. As one architectural his 
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torian put it, “It does seem permissible to call Fowler a significant 

architect. His extraordinary importance for his own age was the 

result of his faculty for accurately estimating and capitalizing upon 

the bubbling intellectual currents that surrounded him” (Walter 

Creese in The Art Bulletin, June 1946). 

Now, 125 years after its first appearance, A Home for All has 

been reprinted, and the book that reflected Orson Fowler’s 

architectural way of life is accorded an established place in 

American architectural history. 

MADELEINE B. STERN 

New York City 

March, 1973 
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1.  NATCHEZ ,  MISSISSIPPI  

“Longwood,” as this mansion 

was called, was built from 1858 

to 1861 by Samuel Sloane for 

Dr. Haller Nutt. There were 32 

luxurious rooms in the original 

plan, but because of the outbreak 

of the Civil War only the ground 

floor was completed. The brick 

walls are 27 inches thick with a 

5-inch air-space for insulation. 

Today the house is owned by the 

Pilgrimage Garden Club of Nat-

chez and open to the public. 

Photograph by Mabel Lane.  

 



P R E F A C E .  

To cheapen and improve human homes, and especially to bring comfortable dwellings 

within the reach of the poorer classes, is the object of this volume—an object of 

the highest practical utility to man. It delineates a new mode of inclosing public 

edifices and private residences, far better, every way, and several hundred per 

cent, cheaper, than any other; and will enable the poor but ingenious man to erect 

a comfortable dwelling at a trifling cost, and almost without the aid or cost, as 

now, of mechanics. Except in a single particular, and this he has greatly 

improved, this mode is the invention of its author, and occurred thus. Till past 

forty, his profession engrossed too much of his time and means to allow him to 

procure a comfortable home ; yet for ten years he has been making observations, 

in all his professional peregrinations, and cogitating by months, upon the best 

mode of building the home of his future years. These have at length brought him 

to results, now reduced to practice. Let no one suppose that he has forsaken, or 

even turned aside from, Phrenology—that first and only occupation of his 

enthusiastic youth, and the idol of his matured and declining years. He has turned 

aside only to build him a good home, and in doing so, has made and learned 

improvements to adopt which will greatly increase home comforts; and this work 

is written to propagate them, rather than as a complete architectural production. 

As its author is a phrenologist, not a builder, it may lack occasional details and 

specifications, yet will give every thing peculiar to this mode of building. 

Specifications respecting doors, floors, windows, etc., common to this and other 

modes of building, can be learned from scientific woi’ks on this subject. 

The octagon form and the gravel wall are its two distinct characteristics. The form 

as applied to domestic residences, is wholly or ig 
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ina l with the author, and the latter greatly improved upon, and at the other 

principles and suggestions the author has arrived while planning and studying 

out his own house. The work is offered, not as beyond improve* ment, for “ 

progress is a universal law,” but to apply this law of progress to house-building. 

Why so little progress in architecture, when there is so much in all other matters 

? Why continue to build in the same square form of all past ages ? Is no radical 

improvement of both the external form and internal arrangement of private 

residences, as well as building material, possible ? Let this work answer 
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S E C T I O N  I  

PRINCIPLES, FACTS, AND COMMON-SENSE SUGGESTIONS ABOUT 

HOUSE-BUILDING. 

1. MAN’S REQUISITION FOR A HOME. 

Every living thing must have its habitation. “Foxes have holes,” and all 

burrowing animals and reptiles excavate domiciles in which to shelter 

themselves from the merciless blast and piercing cold, to which to flee 

from danger, and in which to rear their young. Ants, bugs, beetles, 

crickets, and even worms, dig themselves holes in which to live and 

breed, while the more ingenious bee builds its hexagonal cells in which 

to multiply, and store its winter “ supplies.” Bears and wolves have their 

homes in hollow trees and deep caverns, and even fish weave domiciles 

out of water grasses, or deposit their spawn in crevices among the 

pebbles, which thereby become habitations for their young. Fowls, 

having larger constructiveness, frame their domiciles with twig-timbers, 

mason them with mud-mortar, and cushion them with hair and feather 

mattresses, and there live together in blissful love, while they produce 

and rear the offspring of their happy union. Not merely all animals, but 

also every tree and shrub appropriates to itself land for a home in some 

cleft of the mountain crag, or on the rich banks of some stream, there to 

send forth their roots, and build up their cylindrical walls and leafy roof. 
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Even every seed, every kernel of grain, has its own chamber and bed 

in its paternal homestead, every ear of corn its stalk- house and husk-

walls, and each fruit and nut its stem-abode, till it can go forth in 

search of a permanent resting place. The very hills have their eternal 

residences, and waters their ever-occupied abiding-places, while 

earth, and every sister planet, and celestial sphere, each traverses his 

own pathway, unmolested by foreign foot. Thus, every living thing, 

aye, every herb, stone, and thing in nature, grain of sand included, 

have their own homes, and in turn become abodes for life, 

enjoyment, and development. 

Nor is man an exception to this great home law. On the contrary, 

is he not its most perfect exemplification 1 Endowed with the 

primitive faculty called “ inhabitiveness,” created for the express 

purpose of compelling him to provide an abiding-place, which shall be 

the instrumentality and focus of most of life’s sweetest pleasures; he 

can no more help craving home than food or friends, and absolutely 

must have some abiding-place as much as breath or sleep. Nor should 

any quench this home luxury, and even necessity, but let all provide 

for themselves temporary or permanent residences, as much as with 

food or clothes-—only cloth houses. As we appropriate considerable 

time to procuring food or paying board, so should all set apart as 

much time to preparing and improving our homes, and “ furnishing” 

them with instrumentalities of comfort and luxury. 

Especially ought every married pair to secure a permanent residence 

for themselves and children; for, without it, one powerful mental 

faculty must suffer perpetual abrasion, and many more, diminished 

and interrupted action and pleasure. This “ moving” is ruinously 

costly, alike destructive of property and pleasure, cripples 

husbandly, prevents planting trees and vines, and obliges tenants to 

frequent the grocery, with money in hand, for a thousand little things 

which, if land-owners, they would raise. None can duly appreciate 

home, till, having once owned and lost one, after being cast upon 

stone-hearted landlords, they repossess themselves of a comfortable 

domicile, again to feast upon the products of their own gardens and 

orchards. Father, mother, whoever, wherever thou art, heed this 

important advice— provide a home first—whatever else you do, or leave 

undone, 
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and however stringent your poverty, even as your best means of 

escaping it. 

Nor should any be content with a poor home only till they can 

better it, but provide the best they can. Time and money are wisely 

spent, which add to the real solid pleasures of home and family. All 

of us shamefully neglect this essential point. We carelessly tolerate 

evils and miseries by the score for days and years, which a few hours 

or dollars would remove. We fail to give our domiciles their due 

proportion of our time and funds. Those who are content to live in 

old rookeries, while possessing the means to build mansions, or 

perhaps erecting “ houses to let,” have sordid souls, and rob 

themselves and families of most of life’s joys, while those who build 

better barns for their stock than houses for their children, are both 

unwise and inhuman. Reader* look around your own residence. Find 

you no evil, inconvenience, or nuisance—a smoky chimney, a poor 

oven or cellar, perhaps even a rat-hole—which a few dollars, cents, 

or hours would suffice to obviate, and thus remove a perpetual 

vexation, which now sours naturally sweet tempers, and makes 

every thing in the house and out of it go cross-grained ? Or perceive 

you no improvement, which would cost but little, yet be a source of 

perpetual pleasure for life 1 A neighbor remarked, “ I put up a dumb 

waiter for $30—it need not have cost $10, if built with the house—

which saves so many steps, and is so handy, that we would not do 

without it for $100 per year.” And it will continue, for generations, 

many times a day, to save weary steps, expedite work, and bless 

every member of that family. In what other way could he have 

created as much pleasure, or avoided as much unhappiness, with that 

money % Apply this principle, not merely to a good house, 

contrasted with a poor one, but to every little improvement you have 

added, or could add, to your home, and then consider whether a 

given sum spent in endowing home with little conveniences or 

instrumentalities of comfort or luxury, could be invested so as to 

yield as great an income, perhaps perennial stream, of pleasure. Ask 

yourself, “ Can I get more enjoyment out of time and money spent 

in providing a good house, rather than a poor one, or making this or 

that improvement, than by some other appropriation of them 1” and 

let the answer 
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guage your home expenditures. Improving home facilitates, aids 

every other end and pleasure of life, while scanting it scants all. 

It matters less what a house costs, than how good it is. Better 

disburse money in improving home, than on thousands of things on 

which we too often well-nigh throw it away. Let others spend theirs 

on balls, rides, fashions, etc., but let me expend mine on home, in 

annually adorning and improving it, till in life’s decline, I shall have 

erected for myself and family a perfect home ; surrounded by as many 

means of comfort and even luxury as possible, my land rich, trees 

yearly loaded with every variety of the choicest fruits, and provided 

with every thing conducive to beauty, utility, and comfort. In short, 

let all provide just as good homes as they can, and better than most 

think themselves able to do, even at the sacrifice of many other 

things. Not that in building you should endanger bankruptcy, or 

spend beyond your means; but that you had better curtail other 

expenses to spend on home fixtures. To some, cheapness is an 

important matter. Let such cut their garment according to their cloth, 

yet get the largest garment possible out of what cloth can be had. Yet 

on few things can and do men literally squander money as foolishly 

as in building. To begin with a crude plan, and then alter this and 

patch up that, is foolish extravagance. Get all readt before laying the 

first stone. Especially, mature your plan. Know just what you want, and 

how to do it, and keep all your wits sharpened up. Inform yourself 

on this subject, so as to trust more to yourself and less to the 

mechanics, who may take more interest in your money than house; 

and excuse this omission or that error, by, “ I did not know how you 

wanted it.” Be your own boss, and throw yourself more on your own 

judgment, and less on that of mechanics, which is sometimes inferior 

to that of common men, because not warped by wrong training. 

2. MEN’S HABITATIONS CORRESPOND WITH THEIR CHARACTERISTICS. 

The domiciles of all animals bear a close resemblance to their 

respective characters. Thus, inferior animals, moths, worms, reptiles, 

etc., make very poor homes, while the coarse-grained woodchuck, 

and other burrowing animals, are content with dark, damp, ground-

holes Beavers, higher in the creative scale, build them- 
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selves nicer and bettor residences, while beasts of prey seek some 

dark cavern, from which to sally forth in search of hapless prey, and 

in which to deposit their booty. Walking fowls build on the ground, 

swimming ones in marshes, and flying ones in trees; while eagles 

select the towering crag, hawks and owls some deep wood, and 

innocent and tame birds, the tree by our door or window. Beautiful 

birds build tasty nests, the coarse-grained goose a coarse nest, and 

thus, throughout all nature, the abodes of all animals correspond 

perfectly with their characteristics, so that the latter can safely be 

predicated from the former. 

This law applies equally to man. The Bosjowan builds a rude hut, 

yet of the lowest type of human architecture, because at the bottom 

of the ladder. The ruins of Pompeii contain only two houses, and 

these of rulers, above one story high—humanity then being little 

developed—while the Hottentot, Carib, Malay, Indian, and 

Caucasian, build structures better, and better still, corresponding with 

the order of their mentality. In villages, too, fine, fancy, old-

fashioned, elegant, or odd houses, signify fine, fancy, old-fashioned, 

or elegant people. 

Individuals, too, little refined, will build some outlandish tene-

ment, as unsightly in looks as inconvenient in arrangement, but those 

endowed with good taste will erect a neat, well-proportioned, and 

beautiful edifice. The slack, low-minded, and “ shiftless,” aspire only 

to some hut or hovel, dug out of a bank, just to ward off the major 

part of storm and cold, placed in a muddy hollow, only a half story 

high, and supplying few of life’s necessities even, much less luxuries; 

while the spirited, ambitious, and enterprising, whose aspirations are 

lofty, and minds high-toned, select eminences, and build high houses. 

Especially will the quantity and quality of man’s intellect evince 

themselves in the houses they build. Those who let the mechanic play 

with their purse, by first playing on their fancy, and persuading them 

to build after this or that gaudy or antiquated fashion, lack 

independence and judgment, while those of immature tastes will 

attempt some try- to-be-extra-exquisite monument of gewgaw 

crudeness, but those of well-balanced minds and sound practical 

sense, will plan and execute a comfortable, good-looking, well-

arranged residence, which they will finish off in a style corresponding 

with their own order 
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of taste. Indeed, other things being equal, the better a man’s 

mentality, the better mansion will he construct, and the char* 

acteristics of the house will be as those of its builder or occupant. 

Of course this general rule has many modifications and exceptions, 

both ways. Men possessing mental superiority may occupy inferior 

tenements, from necessity, habit, aversion to change the abode of 

earlier years, or even sheer inattention, while inferior ones may owe 

their fine houses more to their architect or fortuitous circumstances 

than themselves. So want of means, or a thousand other causes, may 

prevent given persons from carrying out their building tastes or 

talents; yet, as a general rule, a fancy man will build a fancy cottage; 

a practical man, a convenient home; a substantial man, a solid edifice; 

a weak man, an illy-arranged house; an aspiring man, a high house; 

and a superior man, a superb villa. Yet this diversity of taste is well, 

for it variegates and beautifies both town and country, is compatible 

with superb taste and the highest utility, and promotes both ; and will 

indefinitely perfect the habitations of.man throughout all coming 

time. 

3. THE PLEASURES OF BUILDING. 

Nor is man constituted merely to require houses, but also adapted 

to build them, by being endowed with a building faculty. Not merely 

does nature double and quadruple most of life’s pleasures by means 

of houses; but she has made their erection absolutely certain, by 

rendering the very building itself most pleasurable. Behold how 

happy yon birds, in gathering materials, and building up day by day, 

a sweet little home for themselves and their prospective offspring; 

and say, ye who have ever built a residence for your own self and 

family, if its planning, its preparation, and its erection, from its very 

cornerstone, were not all pleasurable, so as literally to form an epoch 

in your history, and to overbalance even its expensiveness. And if it 

were conducted in the best manner, it might all be pleasurable. 

Building too hastily, or at great disadvantage, or unwisely is more or 

less irksome, as is the non-obedience of all nature’ other laws; but to 

see this room finished to-day, and that to morrow ; this excellent 

fixture begun, and that added, is exult* 
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ingly pleasurable. No labor of my life has given me more lively 

delight than the planning and building of my own house ; and to all 

it can likewise be rendered almost intoxicating. 

Notwithstanding its expensiveness, men have a literal mania for 

building, which increases with civilization, and should continue till 

all are supplied with comfortable homes. Houses being so absolutely 

necessary,1 nature has made their erection absolutely certain, by 

rendering it thus pleasurable. This pleasure is consequent on its 

gratifying those two primitive faculties, Inhabitiveness and 

Constructiveness, along with several others; without the former of 

which he would never wish to build if he could; and without the 

latter, could not if he would. How perfect this home-erecting 

arrangement of nature! Then let it be cultivated by all. 

These two faculties make men prefer to build their own houses, 

rather than to buy those equally good built by others. Hence, houses 

can always be bought cheaper than built. But, as birds, instead of 

living in some vacated nest, prefer to build a new one to their own 

liking, so men, unless too poor, should rather build than b u y ;  for, 

otherwise they will wish this different, and that bettered, all their 

lives, and probably spend more in “ alterations” than the extra cost 

of a new house. One may well be content to live in the old family 

mansion, consecrated by the joys and sorrows of his parents and 

ancestors, and by the sacred reminiscences of his childhood; but give 

me a relatively poor house of my own erection, in preference to one 

built by some stranger. 

4. WHAT CONSTITUTES A PERFECT HOME. 

THAT which combines the most instrumentalities for comfort and 

enjoyment, especially domestic—the only rational end of any 

dwelling—only a few of the most important of which we will now name, 

leaving others to be developed as we proceed. 

To inclose space is the first and main object. This is effected by 

making walls, floors, roof, etc. 

Strength and tightness are required; the former to resist winds,.and the 

latter to exclude rains and colds, and include warmth. Light is needed, 

and secured by windows, as is also warmth, which should be easily 

created, cheap, governable, and 
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complete; for what comfort can be taken in an open barn of a house, 

the chilliug blasts pouring in through a thousand insolent apertures, 

freezing one side while you roast the other, and exposing you to every 

sudden change of temperature. 

Complete ventilation, under control, is another; for every numan being 

requires a copious and constant supply of this commodity, so 

indispensable, not merely to human comfort, but even existence. 

A suit of rooms is also requisite; one for cooking, another for family 

use, others for sleeping and other purposes, and all so arranged as 

perfectly to subserve their respective ends, and, of course, easily 

accessible from each to all, effected by doors, stairs, entry, etc. And 

these rooms should be conveniently located, as regards each other, 

and especially adapted to facilitate family ends, house-work in 

particular. Practical house-keepers know that it takes twice the labor 

to do up a given amount of work in some houses as in others. To have 

each room and its appurtenances, and all the rooms, as regards each 

other, so placed and arranged as to have every thing handy and 

convenient, and a place for every thing, is indeed a great desideratum. 

How much fretfulness and ill temper, as well as exhaustion and 

sickness, an unhandy house occasions. Nor does the evil end here. It 

often, generally, by perpetually irritating mothers, sours the tempers 

of their children, even before birth, thus rendering the whole family bad-

dispositioned by nature, whereas a convenient one would have rendered 

them constitutionally amiable and good. 

Beauty is also desirable, as gratifying an important human faculty. 

A good building spot is also necessary, and one adapted to the proposed 

kind of house. The same money will often build a far bfetter house 

on one site than on another. A superb building spot was one of the 

three motives which induced me to build where I did—the other two 

being good water, and an excellent fruit locality. 

As to what constitutes a good building spot, “ many men have 

many minds.” Some prefer valleys, streams, and lawns; others water 

scenery, elevations, and sightly prospects; but I confess partiality for 

the latter. Give me a beautiful landscape and an 
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elevated site. This also guarantees a fresh, dry atmosphere, in place 

of valley fogs and miasms, together with whatever summer breeze 

may bo afloat. And what if it is exposed to winter’s bleak winds 1 

Are they not bracing and healthy 1 Yet a plan will soon be proposed 

which will enable you to def£ them, yet enjoy summer’s balmy 

breezes. At least, do not build in a mud-hole. Yet good water, and 

handy, is most desirable, and springs exceed wells. 

But, be your site where and what it may, let it and your house be 

adapted to EACH other. Some sites are admirably adapted to one kind of 

house, yet miserably unfitted to another, and the reverse. Choose 

your site with reference to your general plan, and then modify the 

latter till you effect a perfect correspondence of each to the other, 

and adapt both to your own wants and taste. 



SECTION H. 

THE GRAVEL-WALL PLAN. 

5. nature’s building material. 

Naturt has made ample provision for supplying every legitimate 

want of all her creatures. Behold in this her tender fondness, her 

maternal care. Hence, since a comfortable home is one of these 

natural wants, has she not made perfect provision for this home-

demand of all her creatures? Nor for rich merely; for, does not her 

provisionary care extend to her needy creatures quite as much as to 

her more favored children ? Is nature so aristocratic as to provide 

homes only for the rich 1 Does not her vast laboratory abound in 

some “coarse homespun,” about as promotive of human comfort as 

her more expensive materials ? Ye homeless poor, be assured your 

mother has not forgotten you. She has provided some cheap and 

comfortable building material, if you only knew what it is. And in 

various climes it is exactly fitted to each clime—in cold latitudes, 

one every way fitted to withstand and keep out cold; another in warm 

climes adapted thereto ; in damp places, something adapted to them; 

and thus of all the other conditions of all climates, for nature’s 

provisions are all perfect. 

Before considering what this material is, let us see what it is not. 

Nature’s building material is abundant everywhere, cheap, durable, 

and complete throughout. Of course what is objectionable is not hers. 

6. WOOD IS OBJECTIONABLE. 

Because the whole of the earth’s surface is or will ultimately be 

required for raising food for man. All nature’s economies 
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point to the greatest possible number of human beings she can feed and clothe. 

For a time yet, or till she is well stocked with human beings, that surface is of 

little account, and can just as well be spared for raising timber for lumber as not. 

But let earth’s population increase for five hundred years to come, as fast as it 

has for one hundred past—and it is sure to far more than do this—and her entire 

surface will be densely populated. But to raise wood enough to erect and repair 

all the human habitations then needed, will require immense tracts of land, which 

otherwise could be appropriated to raising food, which would allow a far greater 

number of human beings to inhabit and enjoy earth and her luxuries, if there 

were some other building material, than if wood were mainly used. The strife 

will then be between tree and man, and will be short. The great consumption of 

food then will also render land so valuable for horticulture as to render wood too 

dear to be bought for building, even by princes. It is even now becoming 

enormously high in New York, namely, good pine $35 to $45 per 1000 feet. 

Then what must it become in fifty years'? 

Wood decays, whereas economy requires that houses, once up, endure like 

time, and improve by age. This being obliged every few years to paint and 

repaint, to repair and re-repair, and even then to have your house perpetually 

rotting down upon you, is a defect too palpable to characterize a proper 

building material.  

Wood houses burn down, often in half an hour; whereas a complete house 

must be incombustible. The ravages of fire in cities and towns are horrible, 

beyond almost any other horror to which man is subjected; and even a country 

fire, if only a stable, is awful. No ! nature’s building material will not render her 

occupants liable to be turned by thousands in an hour out of comfortable rooms 

into houseless streets, perhaps in a night of darkness and storm, of snow and 

blow, terrible of itself when warded off by a comfortable house, but awfully 

horrid when forced out of a comfortable house and warm bed, perhaps sick, or 

aged, every article of comfort and luxury, the accumulated toil of years, 

consumed in a moment, perhaps a beloved child or companion scathed by flame 

and suffocated by smoke, burned to a crisp. No, no! wood is not nature’s building 

material, 
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although a wood house is indeed better than none, and will do for 
man when he can afford nothing better. 

1. BRICK. 

Ah, now we have it. Slow to decay, incombustible, requiring little 

of earth’s surface for its production—yes, brick must be the very 

thing, says one. Not so fast. It wastes by time, is marred by frost, 

expensive, both in cost and laying—too much so to be nature’s staple 

building material—for nature cares for her poorest sons and 

daughters, and will not put good homes beyond their reach. Still, 

brick is by far preferable to wood, and will do in many localities, 

especially where it can be made on the spot, yet is too costly to 

transport far. An anecdote. A proud English lord spent an immense 

sum in erecting a magnificent manorial mansion, and invited another 

noble lord to examine, and say what he thought of it—proud to 

exhibit his riches and his taste. As his opinion was solicited, the 

visitor replied: “Well done for a mud house.” The muddy adjective 

so stung the owner, that he removed every brick, and rebuilt of stone. 

“ Then,” it is replied, “you recommend stone houses.” 

Not exactly. Very laborious to hew them into shape, very cold in 

winter, and damp in wet weather, either expensive or else 

unsightly—there must be something else better than this, than brick, 

or wood—some perfect building material. What is it % 

8. THE LIME, GRAVEL, AND STONE WALLS. 

Simplicity and efficiency characterize every work of nature. Her 

building material will therefore be simple, durable, easily applied, 

everywhere abundant, easily rendered beautiful, comfort- able, and 

every way complete. All this is true of the gravel wall. It is made wholly 

out of lime and stones, sand included, which is, of course, fine stone. 

And pray what is lime but stone % Made from stone, the burning, by 

expelling its carbonic acid gas, separates its particles, which, slacked 

and mixed with sand and stone, coats them, and adheres both to them 

and to itself, and, reabsorbing its carbonic acid gas, again returns to 

stone, becoming more and still more solid with age, till, in the lapse 

of years, it becomes real stone. By this provision of nature, we are 

enabled 
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to mold mortar into whatever form we like, and it becomes veritable 

stone, and ultimately as hard as stone, growing harder and still harder 

from age to age, and century to century. Even frost and wet do not 

destroy its adhesive quality, after it is once fairly dry. The walls of 

my house stood one severe winter intirely unprotected, even by a 

coat of mortar, without a roof,‘ yet neither peeled, nor cracked, nor 

crumbled, one iota. Does frost crumble or injure a brick wall? * Yet 

what but lime forms its bond principle? Nothing? Then why should 

frost injure any wall having lime for its bond principle ? 

Reader, reflect a moment on the value of this lime principle. What 

would man do without it ? How useful to be able to cast or spread 

mortar into any shape, and have it harden into stone. Without lime, 

of what use brick? How could we make inside walls, or hard finish 

them ? Let us, while enjoying the luxuries secured by this law, 

thankfully acknowledge their source. 

Obviously, this hardening property of lime adapts it admirably to 

building purposes. Mixed with sand, formed with brick or stone into 

any shape we please, it petrifies and remains forever. How simple ! 

How effectual 1 How infinitely useful! Like air or water, its very 

commonness and necessity make us forget its value. 

And can not this hardening principle be applied to other things as 

well as to mortar ? Especially, can it not be applied as effectually to 

coarse mortar as to fine ? Aye, better! If it will bind fine sand 

particles together, why not coarse stones ? Especially, coarse stones 

imbedded in fine mortar ? Lime sticks to any thing hard, and sticks 

together any two or more hard substances, coated with it and laid side 

by side, whether large or small. It fastens stones and brick together, 

as now usually laid up by the mason, then why not if thrown together 

promiscuously ? Fact and philosophy both answer affirmatively. 

In 1850, near Jaynesville, Wise., 1 saw houses built wholly of 

lime, mixed with that coarse gravel and sand found in banks on the 

western prairies, and underlying all prairie soil. I visited Milton, to 

examine the house put up by Mr. Goodrich, the original discoverer 

of this mode of building, and found his walls as hard as stone itself, 

and harder than brick walls. I pounded 
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them with the hammer, and examined them thoroughly, till fully 

satisfied as to their solidity and strength. Mr. Goodrich offered to 

allow me to strike with a sledge, as hard as 1 pleased, upon the inside 

of his parlor walls for six cents per blow, which he said would repair 

all damages. He said, in making this discovery, he reasoned thus : Has 

nature not provided some other building material on these prairies but 

wood, which is scarce ? Can we find nothing in our midst % Let me 

see what we have. Lime abounds on them everywhere. So does coarse 

gravel. Will they not do 1 I will try. He first built an academy not 

larger than a school-house. Part way up, a severe storm washed it, so 

that a portion fell. His neighbors wrote on it with chalk by night, 

“Goodrich’s folly.” But, after it was up, he wrote in answer, “ 

Goodrich’s wisdom.” It stood ; it hardened with age. He erected a 

blacksmith’s shop, and finally a block of stores and dwellings; and 

his plan was copied extensively. And he deserves to be immortalized, 

for the superiority of this plan must certainly revolutionize building, 

and especially enable poor men to build their own homes. 

All the credit I claim is that of appreciating its superiority, 

applying it on a large scale, and greatly improving the mode of putting 

up this kind of wall. 

9. SELECTION OF THE MATERIAL. 

In building on this principle, the first object is to select the right 

material. And, fortunately, this abounds in some form on nearly every 

square mile of the earth’s surface. 

All that is wanted is stone and lime. The stone requires to be of 

various sizes, from tolerably fine sand, all the way along up to stones 

as large as you can well deposit in your wall. A "wall made simply 

of lime and sand will answer, yet stones add considerably to its 

solidity, especially while the wall is yet soft, and serve the purpose 

of holding a wall up while it becomes hard ; but once hard, sand and 

lime make just as solid a wall without stone as with. In fact, it makes 

little difference how coarse or how fine the material, after it is once 

up. There must, however, be enough of the fine to connect the coarser 

stones together. 



2. SOUTH OTSELIC,  CHENANGO 

COUNTY ,  NEW YORK The gravel 

walls of this house were covered 

with stucco and scored to imitate 

stone. Each side is 17 feet long. 

It was built around 1855 by an 

unknown architect. 

 



3. CONSTABLEVILLE,  LEWIS  

COUNTY ,  NEW YORK The sides of 

this house, built in 1856 by 

Moses J. Eames, are 13 feet 2 

inches long. It is a frame 

construction. 
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The materials of my own house are too coarse. More sand and fine 

material would have been better, but I had to haul this some two and 

a half miles, up heavy hills, and 1 used as little of it as I well could, 

and in place of hauling sand, pounded my slate stones the finer. 

Oyster shells, brickbats, furnace cinders, or any thing hard, will 

answer just as good a purpose as stones. All that is required, is 

something solid for the lime to adhere to. The more fine sand you 

have, the more lime will be required, the more coarse stones, the less, 

and the more solidly the materials are compacted together, the 

thinner will that wall need to be. Probably the very best materials will 

be found in those gravel knolls which abound throughout our 

country, which are composed of all sizes, from middling fine gravel, 

all the way along up to stones the size of the fist or head; and 

wherever such a bank can be had, all required is to mix the lime with 

it, and throw it right into the wall. These banks are found all around 

Boston. On every railroad diverging from that city is found just the 

right material every time the road cuts through a bank; and the clearer 

it is from soil the better, yet that soil does not materially hurt it. In 

fact, in the absence of finer particles of sand, it may aid compactness. 

That ridge at the east of Portland, Maine, on which the light-house 

stands, furnishes just the material. All the Western prairies abound 

in just the required material, either in occasional banks there found, 

or two or three feet below the surface. All the wells I ever saw dug 

on the praries threw up just the right kind of gravel, nor do I 

remember seeing a bank dug through, which did not develop them. 

In Cincinnati, in several places, I observed it in the digging of cellars, 

particularly just below the Burnet House, where was an unoccupied 

lot, the contents of which I examined with this view. I have nowhere 

in New York city seen a cellar, or sewer, or ditch dug, which did not 

throw it up; and all that is necessary to build a house in that city, on 

this plan, is to throw the stuff, namely, grayish, reddish sand, and 

stones, right into your mortar beds, mix with lime, and then shovel 

into the wall. This will save even the carting of the materials, both 

the carting of the brick, and the sand dug out of the cellar of the house 

to be built; and I verily believe, in New York city, the walls of a 

house can be put ud on this plan, for 
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orife tenth what they can be on any other, and better every way than 

brick. 

In Mohawk valley, and all around Albany, the right materials 

abound. Those pebbles mixed with coarse and fine sand, which line 

the banks of rivers and lakes, are also suitable. Any chippings or 

stones, out of the marble yards or stone quarries, where they 

commingle stones of all shapes, from small sandy particles, to the 

size of a man’s head, are suitable, yet will require some sand to fill 

up the holes between these coarser particles, in order to give the 

requisite surface for contact and adhesion. 

Around Cincinnati, in those ridges from which stones are quarried 

for cellars, those chippings left by working these stones for walls, are 

just the thing, or such broken stones as are used for macadamizing 

roads. Six miles west of Cleveland, I observed in crossing a river, 

where men were at work improving the road, a half clay, half stone 

formation, hard enough for this purpose, and I doubt not, over that 

whole tract will be found layers of stone just beneath the soil, suited 

to this kind of building; and there also is found in that vicinity 

abundance of sand, to mix with these slate-stones. 

My own house is built entirely of slate-stones, mixed with this 

gravel. I erected it on an oval knoll, the top of which I had to take 

down some six feet, in order to obtain a level foundation. After 

removing the top soil, I found various layers of stone of various 

thicknessess, some so solid as to require blasting, others full of 

seams, and easily worked up by the bar; others still, broke up into 

thin slate pieces, so that 1 had all sorts and descriptions of stones. 

Now here were thousands of loads to be carted oft*, unless I 

employed this mode of building; but by employing it, all I had to do 

was to quarry the stones, and shovel and wheel them directly into the 

mortar-beds, and thence into the wall, so that 1 had not even to haul 

the gravel, and this hauling item alone saved me considerable 

expense, for we have no brick-yard short of five miles. In digging my 

well, which passed directly through this same slaty, rocky formation, 

and was all stone, the chips thrown out were exactly what was wanted 

in the wall, and were all used for that purpose; and to save sand, I 

usually employed one to pound up the slate, while another was 

shoveling it. This was 
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done in order to reduce these broad thin slate-stones to a more solid, 

consistent mass, that they might touch one another oftener, so that 

the lime oould have a chance to combine them together; and it is 

worthy of remark, that everywhere on the earth’s sur face will be 

found either sand and gravel, or this slate-stone formation. Even 

clayey countries, a little below the surface, abound in a like 

formation; of course broken lime-stone will serve this purpose, and 

in many sections of our country are stones easily broken up by a 

sledge, at least when first quarried, thus furnishing both the finer 

particles and the larger stones in any proportion desired, and very 

easily procured. Even oyster- shells alone will serve to put up this 

form of house, by burning a part to furnish lime, pounding a part to 

serve the place of sand, and leaving a part in their original state, so 

that those persons who would economize, have only to order those 

very shells which the oyster-man has to pay to have carted from his 

cellar, on to your building spot. Most of the materials made in 

grading about our cities, will serve this gravel-wall purpose, and can 

be carted directly from the bank to your proposed house, just as well 

as to the place in which they are usually deposited. Ballast from ships 

will usually serve a like purpose. Brickbats can also be used for this 

kind of wall, namely, breaking a part to subserve the place of sand, 

the balance serving for stones. Clinkers, coal- dross from furnaces, 

and blacksmiths’ siftings, in fact, any thing hard, whatever be its 

size, quality, or shape, will furnish the main body of the required 

compost. All else needed is sufficient sand to fill up the intermediate 

holes or spaces, so that the lime can stick the various particles 

together into a solid mass. But even if the wall is full of little honey-

comb holes, it will still be sufficiently solid. Of my own wall, I 

presume one quarter is composed of these honey-comb holes 

between the slate-stones not filled with sand, but time has already 

proved its abundant solidity. Not a single crack is to be seen, except 

some occasioned by the springing of an arch made over my well; and 

where the foundation gives, of course this cracking must occur, be 

the material what it may. 

From what has just been said, every reader will judge for him self 

how much sand and gravel he will mingle with his stones, or 
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stones with his sand and gravel. It hardly matters how coarse or how 

fine after the wall is up, for once set, it will stand, and grow more 

solid with age. Of course, the best proportion, where they can be had, 

is a complete gradation, from stones as large as you can well deposit 

in your walls, all the way down to fine sand, so that all the particles 

shall completely consolidate together. 

These remarks will enable readers to select their material. 

10. LIME, ITS PROPORTION AND MODE OF MIXING. 

These materials now require to be mixed with lime, and any easy 

mode of perfectly commingling these stones, grave], and sand with 

the lime will serve the purpose. I have never tried mixing them in the 

dry state, but am certain this will answer a good purpose, but will 

probably take some more lime; yet I think it better to wet the lime 

first, because lime incorporates itself with these stones better wet 

than dry: at least, I think the lime can be wet more easily by itself, 

than after mixing with the stones. The lime I used was the coarsest, 

commonest quality, such as farmers put upon their lands, was 

slacked at the kill, and cost 4£ cents per bushel. It was strong, but 

coarse^—in fact, too coarse to be used for ordinary plastering, unless 

well screened, and this took out something like a quarter of its bulk. 

I used this lime occasionally for mortar, threw these screenings right 

in with the stones and sand, allowing them to go as far as they might. 

My mode of procedure was this. I first made a mortar-bed, some 

twelve by sixteen feet, with a wide board, perhaps eighteen inches, 

all around the sides, yet a larger bed would have been better. 

11. PLACING AND WORKING THE MORTAR-BED. 

Very much depends on where the mortar-bed is located, in doing 

which these three things require to be kept in view: first, to have it 

easy of access for getting your materials to it; second, easy of access 

with your water, and third, easy of access to your walls. Probably in 

no one thing, in this mode of building, can a greater saving be 

effected, than in the best place for this bed. In building by this 

method, the first thing should be to provide water, and if you have to 

dig a well for your house, 
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dig it to begin with, and use its water for your lime-bed, because a 

great deal of it will be required. After placing my mortar- bed, and 

arranging the water, a hogshead of which I always had standing by 

the side of the bed, I deposited my lime, and found about six or eight 

wheel-barrows of this coarse, slacked lime, would make up as large 

an amount as my bed would hold. I then poured in water, not merely 

enough to wet the lime, but so that the whole mass would be as thin 

as milk, and stirred it up completely, so as to amalgamate the water 

and lime together; I then wheeled in sand, and had one hand at the 

bed to stir the sand into this lime-water, as it was wheeled into the 

bed. One man would thus stir for about four or five wheelers, he 

moving the plank which crosses the bed, and telling them in what 

part of the bed to deposit it. To eight barrows of lime, I usually 

wheeled in from sixteen to eighteen barrows of sand. If the sand 

made it too thick to completely incorporate sand, water, and lime as 

fast as it was brought in, it was spread over the top about evenly, and 

when the sand was all in, wheelers and all would begin at one corner, 

hoe the contents back toward them, throw in two or three pails of 

water, if required, or enough water to enable them completely to mix 

the lime and sand together, and then throw it up into this vacant 

corner, and so keep adding water, while they shovel over this lime 

and sand, so as completely to mix them, and then throw it back 

toward this corner. Some fifteen or twenty minutes would suffice to 

completely mix the lime and sand together, and when finished, it 

would be left so thin as to follow the men about as fast as they 

worked back toward the opposite corner. I speak of this thinness, 

because lime mixes so much better, when a large amount of water is 

used, than when it is rather dry. 

This operation completed, there was now a vacancy at the opposite 

corner from where we started. Into this comer I would now set four 

or five men to wheeling the slate, chips, and materials above 

described, while the hand in the bed would spread each barrowful, 

as it came in, and threw over three or four shovelfuls of this thin lime 

and sand. After a few barrows had come in, they would be able to 

spread their coarse rubble stones, as they dumped it by running the 

barrow up to the top of the pile, and 
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dumping it along down its sides. I would now wheel in from sixty to 

eighty barrows of these coarse rubble stones, making something like 

a hundred or more barrows of coarse slate-stones and sand to these 

eight barrows of lime, and these eight barrows of slacked lime were 

equal to about two, or two and a half, of good stone lime, making 

from thirty to forty parts of gravel and stone to one of stone lime. 

I, however, admit that this is too little lime in proportion, and yet 

I made many beds with even less lime, relatively, than here specified. 

To one bed of eight barrows of lime, I put one hundred and twenty 

of other materials. Still, I did this more to try how little lime would 

answer, than from any motives of economy, and should recommend 

that about one barrow or barrel of stone and lime, to twenty, twenty-

five, or thirty barrels or barrows of sand and stone. Yet, as already 

observed, the less coarse stones and more fine sand, the more lime 

will be required. And for this reason: to give a stone as big as a man’s 

head contact, it is requisite that it be coated with l i m e ;  whereas, if 

broken up into sandy particles, each particle has to be coated, in order 

to make them stick to another, so that it requires much more lime for 

a stone broken up than not broken. Hence, the coarser the material, 

the less lime will answer. In my first and second stories, I used more 

lime than specified above, but became fully satisfied that less would 

answer just about as well. In putting up my third story I drew only 

250 bushels, costing $11 25. I built out of it two sides of a cistern, 2 

feet thick at bottom, 18 inches thick at top, 12 feet one way, and 10 

the other, and 9 feet deep. I erected two or three fourteen feet pillars, 

and used some of it for some other purposes, and had a little left when 

the story was done. That story was 12 feet and 8 inches high, 1 foot 

thick, and 256 feet in circumference. Of course I estimated that it 

took somewhere between nine and ten dollars’ worth of lime for the 

story. On inquiring how much lime had been drawn, and estimating 

the amount used, I was perfectly astonished that I had used so little, 

and the more so when the workmen and visitors criticised the honey-

comb appearance of the wall, and prophesied that such a wall 

positively could not stand. Still, there it stands, subject to the 

inspection of any who please to examine it. In put* 
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ting up my next story, which was 11 feet 2 inches high, and 10 inches 

thick, 1 thought I would be a little more liberal in the amount of lime 

used, especially since even a liberal supply would cost but a 

comparative trifle, and on footing up the cost of this story, found it 

to be only $10, that is, less than 250 bushels of slacked lime, yet 

according to my best judgment, 60 or 70 bushels of good stone lime 

would have done the work quite as well. Indeed, I could hardly 

believe but that I had made some mistake in estimating the lime in 

the story below, until my estimate of the lime used in this story 

confirmed my previous reckoning. Let the reader figure up the 

amount of square feet in the wall, and he will see that here is 

sufficient material to build a house two stories and a half high, of 

ordinary distance between joints, and 20 by 40 feet sides. Of course, 

in many places, a higher price would have to be paid for the lime than 

I paid for mine, perhaps 20, possibly even 50 per cent., yet this would 

only take from fifteen to twenty dollars’ worth of lime, for a two and 

a half story house, 20 by 40. Over the whole West, the usual price of 

lime is about 12 cents per bushel for stone lime; and as one bushel 

unslacked will make about two and a half to three when slacked, its 

cost will vary scarcely a fraction from what I paid. I would suggest 

that those who are any way timid or cautious in this matter, allow 

about one part of good stone lime, to 20 parts of sand and stones. 

One additional word about the mode of mixing. Let the super-

intendent of the building simply use his own common sense. 1 have 

described the way I found most advisable. Others may find other 

ways, devised by their own causality, just as good. 

But let us now return to our bed as left, namely, formed of in-

termediate layers of these coarse stones and gravel, and sand and 

lime. Our next object is to prepare this for the wall, and deposit it 

therein. Thus far, our materials are not fairly mixed, only deposited 

in layers, preparatory to this process. My mode of mixing was this. 

Adding a little water so as to make it as thin as it well could be and 

shovel without spilling; to shovel it over about twice in this bed, then 

shovel it into the tub, making three shovelings or mixings. This tub 

was then hauled above by horse and tackle, and emptied into another 

smaller mortar-bed, which dumping was equal to a fourth shovel. 

This was shoveled 
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into the barrow to be wheeled to the walls, and from tne barrow 

shoveled into the wall, which made it equal to six shovelings, so that 

while getting it to its place, we were also duly mixing it. When we 

first began, we mixed it in the bed by working it over and over, 

something as we would work mortar-beds, but found it so hard and 

difficult that we naturally adopted this process of shoveling it over 

just described. If you have no such tub for hauling, of course you will 

shovel it over twice more before throwing into your barrow, but my 

own observation and experience have prepossessed me in favor of the 

tub and tackle. Yet before rigging my tub and tackle, I adopted a 

method somewhat as follows: Taking a 12 feet board, 16 or 18 inches 

wide, and sawing it in two in the middle, I placed these pieces side by 

side, and surrounded them by scantling, 2 by 4, thus making a small 

mortar-bed. I then set this bed up on four legs, perhaps 7 feet high, 

wheeled from the mortar-bed and shoveled up on to this bed, and from 

this bed up into the walls, moving it as occasion required. Sometimes 

I would set a couple of horses, such as masons use, throw some floor 

timbers across, put one of these small mortar-beds, without legs, upon 

this scantling, and wheel from the mortar-bed, &nd shovel up into this 

small bed, and from this into the wall. To various contrivances of this 

sort I resorted, and on one occasion I erected four or five small beds, 

one right above another* had one shoveler shovel over once and wet 

the material, and shovel it up to the second, he to the third, and the 

last one shoveling it into a barrow, to be wheeled to its destination. 

These small movable beds I found very greatly to facilitate work, but 

this was before I rigged my tackle and tub. 

The number of hands required to work to advantage is from five to 

seven, yet three can do quite well. One is wanted to do odd jobs and 

errands, provide water, bring and carry tools, or be waiter generally. 

One, and that your best hand, is wanted in the mortar-bed, and he 

should be told, “ never mind your boots; when the lime eats them up 

I will get you more.” He must go right into the thin lime and mortar, 

must stir the water in with the lime and sand, must shovel this lime 

and sand in with the coarse materials as they are wheeled into the bed, 

and finally must shovel over these same materials, and fit and temper 

them for the wall. 
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I have often mentioned barrows. Of these, three are as few as will 

work to advantage; one being required to wheel materials into the bed 

while it is being worked, thereby tempering it, sometimes adding a 

little lime, then coarse stones, and at another time, fine sand, 

according as the bed works, and two are required to carry the material 

to the wall. The second hand also fills the tub, or the barrows when 

the tub is not used. A third will be required to empty the tub above, 

and fill the barrows, and a fourth to wheel these barrows to, and 

shovel their contents into the wall, while a fifth will be required to 

stand on the wall and stow away the contents, pack down where 

packing is required, place the big stones, and see that every thing is 

placed just as it should be. This last place should be filled by the boss 

of the wall. Occupying this position, he can see whether the material 

comes as fast as it should, and if not, should inquire into and rectify 

the cause of delay; can also see whether the material will bear more 

stones or sand, or require more lime, see that the boards are properly 

placed, which requires good judgment and an accurate eye. Another 

hand is required to rig scaffolding, properly place the box boards (of 

which presently), setting up and plumbing the window and door 

frames, and do up the general carpenter’s work required. Any 

important building requires its carpenter, and this should be the duty 

of this carpenter while the walls are going up; still, a small house can 

be built without the constant employment of a carpenter, provided the 

owner gets his window-frames made, and has an accurate eye, skillful 

hand, and a good common-sense mind. 

12. RELATIVE COST OF THE GRAVEL-WALL. 

One important feature in this mode of building is now rendered 

apparent, namely, that this material is handled mainly by the shovel, 

and of course handled a great deal faster than by the mason. He is 

obliged to spend considerable time in plumbing his corners, and then 

in placing his lines, and also in working with exactness to his lines, 

and after all is obliged to place one brick at a time, and use a little 

mortar between, whereas, by the method we are describing, the whole 

mass is handled just as rapidly as the shovel can be plied back and 

forth, and one hand will turn 
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over an immense pile of these materials in a day. The difference 

between shoveling a barrow load pell-mell into the wall, just as fast 

as you can throw it, and between laying the same amount of material, 

brick by brick, and one trowel full of mortar between each, besides 

taking time to spread the latter all so nicely, is great. And then, too, 

this shoveling can be done by the commonest hands, whom you 

would pay from $10 to $15 per month, whereas, brick must be laid 

by men who command $1 50 to $2 50 per day; a bricklayer costing 

some three times as much as the common laborer, and yet, not 

depositing a quarter as fast. The reader will please notice how very 

great the saving effected by this mode of forming wall, over and 

above the brick and mortar mode. Nor can it with propriety be urged 

that the cost of getting the material ready for this gravel wall, is 

greater than for the brick, for have not the brick and mortar to be 

carried to their places, just as much as this gravel and lime? And 

pray, how much more will it cost to get our materials to the spot, 

than to get brick and mortar to the scaffold ready for the mason? Will 

it not cost considerably less ? And does not our mode of scaffolding 

cost much less than his ? He must be tended, and in my opinion, the 

materials for the gravel wall can be all deposited in the wall Cheaper 

than the mason can be merely tended. 

It will not take as much lime to build a given amount of wall, by 

this method, as to make the mortar for a brick wall. It will take less 

labor to mix these materials, than to mix the mortar for the mason, 

and these materials can be carried to their places easier than the brick 

and mortar can be carried to the mason, so that we save mason's 

wages and cost of bricky which are the main items of cost in a brick 

wall, for every stone in a gravel wall answers just as good a purpose 

as the same amount of brick. A pile of these coarse rubble stones will 

go just as far in our wall, as the same amount of brick will in a brick 

wall, and in every respect is worth just as much. The reader will now 

perceive why we claim so much superiority in cheapness in our wall, 

over brick or wood. Brick have to be carted, and in ninety-nine cases 

out of a hundred, these rubble stones can be carted a good deal 

cheaper than brick, and where they are dug right out of the cellar, 

even carting of the brick, as well as their cost, together with the cost 

of laying, is 
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saved. All about it which costs is the lime, which we have just seen 

to be a mere trifle, and the labor of mixing and getting the materials 

to their places, which can be done by the commonest hands. 

13. FOUNDATIONS. 

Having now described the material, and its mode of mixing, we 

proceed next to speak of the foundation, and manner of placing the 

boards, for the reception of this material. This foundation may be the 

same as for any other house. Of course it requires to be solid, and 

should be set so deeply into the ground, that frost will never heave it, 

and be so guarded and solid at the base, as never to settle, for 

wherever the foundation gives, of course the building must crack, 

whether brick, stone, or wood. My own house is founded mainly on 

solid rock, but where this can not be had, a trench should be dug, 

three, four, or five feet deep—flagstones the width of the wall, or even 

wider, and as long as may be, or other large solid stones laid in the 

bottom, and the ordinary mode of building foundations be adopted. 

From experience I have nothing to say respecting the foundation 

peculiar to this plan, as differing from the ordinary method, yet 1 have 

a suggestion to make, or rather to say what I would do if I were to 

build again. I should employ water-lime, or cement, in place of com-

mon lime, and after laying a few stones at the bottom, should make 

the compost exactly as described above, excepting the addition of as 

many large stones as possible, and a free use of water lime, or cement, in 

place of lime. Of course this water-lime must not be mixed till just as 

you are ready to throw it into the trench. It should be thrown on to 

your pile of stones and sand, shoveled over two or three times, so as 

to mix the two together completely, while in a dry state, then wet, and 

carried to your wall and deposited, because it sets rapidly, and that set 

once broken, its value is spoiled. If told that the frost will spoil it, I 

reply that while frost spoils a thin coating of it, it will not injure a 

solid wall. Besides, frost does not break its set, only occasionally 

makes cracks, yet even in this case, I do not see that these cracks 

would materially injure the foundation. At all events, I should try it 

and run the risk, or if afraid of frost, a single tier of 
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brick, laid from the ground up to the top of the foundation, all around 

the outside of the wall, M ould prevent the frost from doing any 

damage. Builders in New York use this cement largely for 

foundations. Of course it is quite as suitable for foundations when 

mixed with the materials just described as when used in any other 

way. 

If your ground is easy to dig, and soil sufficiently solid to allow it, 

you can dig your trench exactly the size you would have your wall, 

mix your cement with your gravel and coarse stones, and dump the 

whole mass right in from your barrow, without even waiting to shovel 

it in; or if you prefer to dig your cellar first, after the dirt has all been 

thrown out, erect boards on one side, and let the ground form the other 

side of this foundation wall. Still, not haviqg had experience in this 

respect, I speak only from conjecture. But about the depth of your 

cellars, and the height of your foundation, I would remark that my 

own taste favors raising the foundation some two or three feet above 

ground, instead of digging do.wn very deep. Your cellars should be 

light, and well ventilated. Nothing can be more unhealthy than for 

vegetables to decay in a deep cellar, where there is no chance for 

ventilation. The effluvia and the poisonous gases, generated by the 

decomposed masses, ascend through the floor and corrupt the air 

which you and your children are to breathe, whereas, if your houses 

are sufficiently high, and windows arranged so that the open air can 

sweep through, you will save your doctor’s bills. Nor should the 

cellar be a little pit hole under one corner of your house, but should 

embrace the entire room under that house, for the entire cellar story 

can be made most useful for one purpose or another, and is at least 

worth the small extra trouble of its construction. Your foundation you 

are obliged to build, and to place it some three feet below the surface 

of the ground. Then, by carrying it three or four feet above, your 

house is well set up, protected against wet, out of the mud, and your 

basement stories can now be lighted, and thus rendered available for 

many domestic purposes. If you choose to settle your foundation four 

feet, and carry your wall two feet above the ground, you are scarcely 

in danger from frost, have cool cellars, and very pleasant ones, but of 

these things every builder must judge for himself. 
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14. MODE OF PLACING THE BOARDS FOR BOXES. 

This involves the most important point connected with this mode 

of building. Mr. Goodrich’s mode was to use one tier of boards, and 

to nail them on to scantling or standards, and keep them from 

spreading by braces, deposit his material between these boards, wait 

for it to harden, which usually took some twenty-four hours, and then 

raise the boards a tier higher. I have adopted various modes. At first, 

I made tapering sticks, perhaps a couple of inches square, and a little 

longer than the wall is wide, having a notch on one end, and keyhole 

at the other. I placed these across the wall, set my boards on to these 

sticks, allowing the board on one side to set into this notch, so as to 

keep it from spreading at the bottom, and drive a key into the hole on 

the opposite side, so as to keep the other side board from spreading, 

and prevented the top from spreading by making a couple of notches 

in a piece of board, perhaps an inch thick, and two inches wide, and 

setting these two notches down on to the top of the boards. These 

sticks thus left in the wall are easily knocked out and used over again. 

This kept their top from spreading, but I found it very difficult to keep 

the wall true, and very laborious to hoist these boards, which I usually 

did after they had remained about twenty-four hours, and so adopted 

for the upper walls the following plan: 

I took scantling, two by three, or two by four, sawed them off so 

that their length would correspond with the proposed height of the 

wall, and set one rowr of these scantlings on each side of the wall, 

but within it, and placing them usually some ten. twelve, or fourteen 

feet apart, bracing these scantling firmly, and nailing the boards to 

them, so that they would remain in the wall. Window and door 

frames, of course, served the same purpose with these scantling. I 

usually placed one of these scantling at each outside corner, so that 

when the wall was complete, it would form that corner, and plastered 

the finishing coat right over them, first driving lath nails in, to hold 

the plaster. I can occasionally see a small check along the line of these 

scantling, and in building again, should have this corner scantling just 

outside the wall, so that the boards would come between this 

scantling and the 
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gravel. It is difficult to have any except the corner ones outside the 

wall, because your boards require to be hoisted, whereas, if these 

boards were between the material and the scantling, such hoisting 

would be difficult. And then this scantling in the wall serves the 

purpose of steadying it until it becomes hardened. To a wall of 32 

feet, I had three scantling on each side, yet as the corner connected 

two, it furnished me four places for nailing the boards. My middle 

story had only two, one at each corner, and one in the middle, and for 

aught I know, answered just as good a purpose. Wherever I had a 

portico, I usually braced them from the outside, that is, from the 

portico, because, when braced from the inside, they interfered too 

much with my wheel-barrows, but where there was no portico, I 

braced both the outside and inside ones to the floor timbers. It is a 

material point to have these standards, as I call them, firmly braced, 

for after your wall becomes eight or ten feet high, if it should begin 

to sag a little, tl'* pressure would be considerable. In this respect, I 

was too careless, so that my walls settled in from one to three inches 

at the top, which of course I had to fill out with fine mortar, I pushed 

and braced some of them back to their places before putting on the 

floor timbers, thus keeping the wall straight. Straightening it after it 

has sagged is easy, yet a very material point, for the outside of a house 

must needs be straight, else it will look badly; and if these standards 

and boards are properly secured, it is easy to make your wall perfectly 

straight. In my middle story, my haste prevented my looking duly to 

this point, yet found it easily remedied, simply by a little attention at 

the proper time. 

The mode of procedure, then, touching this point, is simply this: 

after you have prepared your foundation, laid your floor timbers, 

placed your standards, and are ready for your walls, procure common 

pine box boards, an inch in thickness, or more if you like, and as near 

a given width as may be, and cut them off to the length required for 

your wall. Thus, suppose your wall is 32 feet on the outside; you can 

easily procure 16 feet boards, so that two lengths will serve for the 

outside wall. Of course, the inside boards must be shortened a trifle, 

according to the thickness of your wall, which should be estimated, 

and your boards 
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made to correspond in the start. Of these boards it is well to have at 

least two tiers, and perhaps three are better yet. Suppose your house 

to be 32 feet square, or an octagon of 16 feet sides, it will take about 

250 feet in length to make a tier all around your house, and if these 

boards are 18 inches wide, and you have two tiers, it will require 

about 700 feet, or from ten to twelve dollars’ worth of these boards. 

But when they have served this purpose, they can be used as waste 

boards, for many other valuable purposes about the building, and 

perhaps used for roofing. They should then be cleated, to prevent 

their warping, perhaps at each end and in the middle will be 

sufficient. Then one tier should be nailed on to these standards, yet 

the nails should not be driven completely in, but a half inch or so 

should be left out, so that the claw of your hammer will easily draw 

them, when required to be raised. But these boards will be likely to 

spread in the middle, which is easily obviated, by taking any small, 

thin, waste boards, laying them across the top of the board, every four 

or six feet apart, and driving a nail down through these cross pieces, 

into each box board. These nails should be set slanting outwardly, so 

that the bottom of the next board to be put on shall just strike this nail. 

Thus, the bottom of each tier of boards will be kept from spreading 

by these nails, driven into these cross pieces. This mode of putting 

up these boxes is simple, and can be done by any common man who 

has an accurate eye and tolerably good ingenuity. Indeed, my 

common laboring men have often put up these boards as well as the 

carpenter, yet he always placed the standards, and still, any body can 

plumb them and brace them when thus plumbed, so that a tolerably 

ingenious man can put up all of his own house, from cellar to garret, 

and the more native ingenuity and judgment he has, the better walls 

he will make. These boards thus placed, the material for the wall 

before described may be wheeled and shoveled in between them, or 

into the boxes thus formed. Still, it should be shoveled in so carefully 

as not to displace the boards, or break these cross pieces. But, if 

perchance a board should become displaced, your true policy will be 

to stop at once, take off your board, push off your wall material till 

you come down to where it is true, replace your boards, and go on. I 

mention this, because, in several in 
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stances in my own house, where a board had sprung out, instead of 

stopping to fix it at the time, I let it pass, but found when the wall 

come to be finished, that that bulge had to be hewed down, and I 

might almost as well have undertaken to hew down solid stone. After 

one tier of boards has been filled, nail on your second, and fill them, 

then take off your first tier, and nail on for your third, then the second, 

and nail on for the fourth, and so on. 

15. SCAFFOLDING. 

If your walls do not exceed nine or ten feet high, a good shov- eler 

can manage to shovel the material into the wall without any 

scaffolding. He can get accustomed to throw the stuff so that it will 

fall over into the box, yet this involves a great deal of hard work, so 

that even for a wall only ten feet high, scaffolding is desirable. I 

effected mine as follows: Taking two by three, or two by four 

scantling, I made horses about four or five feet high, just such as the 

mason would make for plastering over head, and after these horses 

have served this purpose, they can serve for plastering, and threw 

floor timber across these horses, about three or four abreast, on 

which I wheel the stuff all around the building with ease. The true 

policy is to carry the entire wall up at once, and yet, if you must work 

on a small scale, you can carry up your wall between two doors, or 

two windows, as high as you go, then take another section, between 

two other doors or windows, by which plan you can move your 

scaffolding from one section to another, but all this will depend on 

how many hands you have. With two or three tiers of boards, you 

can carry up your wall as fast as you please. I built my upper wall, 

ready for the floor timbers, in seven days. Still, when not hurried, it 

is probably better to .take the matter more leisurely, in which case 

there will be less danger of the walls falling while green. But with 

two tier of boards, there is very little danger of their falling. Yet in 

case a wall should fall, there your material is, requiring only to be 

shoveled back to your bed, re-wet, and wheeled again to your wall. 

One of my upper inside walls I had carried right up in the course of 

a forenoon. After it had stood some two or three days, the carpenter 

removed some of the 
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bottom boards, when the wall caved in and fell to the bottom, 

because the surplus water of the wall had settled down, and the 

boards had prevented the wall from drying or setting, whereas, if the 

first tier had been allowed to dry, such an occurrence would not have 

taken place. But there my stuff was, close to my mortar-bed, easily 

shoveled back, re-wet, shoveled into the tub, and another half day 

put it back again to its place. The only time this kind of wall can fall, 

is before it gets fairly set. Once hardened, it becomes more and still 

more solid from age to age, this being the nature of all lime and sand 

composts. 

16. WIDTH OF WALLS AND THEIR SOLIDITY. 

My outer walls are as follows: the ground story 9 feet high, and 18 

inches thick; second story, 14 feet high, and 16 inches thick; third 

story, 12 feet high, and 12 inches thick; upper story, 10| feet high, and 

10 inches thick. The 11 feet 2 inches elsewhere mentioned includes 

the wall to the bottom of the floor timbers, which are 8 inches wide. 

Yet, if I were to build again, I should deem it abundantly strong to 

make the first story 14 inches, the second 12, the third 10, and fourth 

8. The coat of plastering, outside and in, of course, somewhat 

increases this thickness, and greatly strengthens the wall: still, the 

additional cost of a wide wall over a narrow one is comparatively 

trifling, and I therefore recommend the extra timid to make it thick 

enough. If I were to build a two-story house, I should make my 

basement wall one foot, my main story wall 10 inches, and the upper 

one 8; yet should not hesitate at all to risk the lower story at 8 inches 

thick, and the upper at 6; and I base this infer ence on the solidity of 

my own walls. The inside walls of my first story are a foot thick, and 

of my second 8 inches. Now, my second story inside wall is about 35 

feet long, 14 feet high, and only 8 inches thick, and yet it sustains the 

pressure of two stories and the roof. Of course, if it were shorter, or 

lower, it would be stronger. Here is a long, high wall, only 8 inches 

thick, yet it supports the downward pressure of the floors and 

partitions of two stories and a roof, and the distance between these 

walls is 22 feet. And what is still more the pressure from above comes 

down 
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on posts, 8 feet apart, and these posts, placed right on the top of this 

high narrow wall, are held perfectly solid, These walls, with this 

tremendous pressure on these points, evince not the slightest jar, not 

the slightest crack, and, of all the houses 1 have ever been in, I have 

never found any as solid as my upper stories. There those stories are. 

Let the incredulous inspect them for themselves, and let that fact 

attest the solidity of this mode of building. Of course, the less honey-

comb openings there are in the wall, the more solid, but of this, the 

reader may rest assured, that this kind of wall, of a given thickness, 

is much more splid than a brick wall of the same thickness. And for 

these three reasons: first, brick are smooth, so that the mortar rarely 

fastens directly upon them, but merely serves as a bed for the brick 

to lie in, and, in taking down brick houses, the mortar often cleaves 

from the brick very easily. Not so with the stones which compose our 

gravel wall. Lime and mortar stick to stones a great deal better than 

to brick, partly because these stones are so irregular, full of edges, 

rough on the surface, and every way better for mortar to fasten upon 

than brick. Secondly, mortar is usually worked too dry to form an 

adhesion to brick, for, when it is thin enough to stick to brick, it is too 

thin to be worked well, whereas, our method allows the compost to 

be just as thin as can be handled with the shovel, so that when 

deposited between the boards, it beds all down together in one solid 

mass, each part sticking to each, and any surplus water there may be, 

settles along down into the wall below, thus rebinding all the parts 

together. Each tier of this material also fastens to the tier below, just 

as firmly as if they all had been put up at once. Thirdly, brick are 

usually laid in rows, so that when a crack has occasion to occur it 

passes along between them, whereas, our stone and gravel, being 

thrown in promiscuously, and turned and twisted in every possible 

direction, offer much more obstruction to cracking, than a regularly 

laid brick or stone wall. In fact, the very pell-mell mode of depositing 

these materials contributes to its strength. 

I have mentioned putting up inside walls from this material, but I 

think the better plan is to form them of studs, lath, and plaster, partly 

because it is ratho difficult to join them with the 
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main walls as you go up, because they are in the way of your building 

the outside walls, and for several like reasons. 

If it should be asked, then why not build the outside walls of studs 

and plaster? I answer, because that will require a frame, whereas, this 

does not; because your outside coat would not stick to lath, but will 

to this compost; because studs are not sufficiently solid for the 

outside wall, and several other like reasons, such as rats and mice, 

danger by fire, greater warmth, etc. 

17. DOOR AND WINDOW FRAMES. 

Window-frames should generally be constructed so that the 

windows run with weights: probably the best mode of managing this 

part, as adapted to our mode of building, is this: Take a thick plank, 

either pine or hemlock—say the ends which come off from your floor 

timbers, or any thing from an inch to three inches thick, and the width 

of your wall—saw its length to correspond with the width of your 

window-frame—yet if it projects six or twelve inches into the wall, 

no matter—make a notch on each corner of two inches, into which 

nail two inch wall strips, the length of your proposed window, or 

door, and nail the whole —6 pieces in all, viz., 2 plank and 4 wall 

strips—together. If your wall is 8 inches, these two scantling, which 

take up two inches on each side, will leave four inches between them, 

in which your weights can play; all this can be done by saw, hammer, 

and nails, and by any common hand with tools. All they require is to 

be fitted tolerably closely, and nailed solidly. It may be well to nail a 

board up and down on the outside of this frame, to prevent the mortar 

from coming through between these scantlings, yet, if you have many 

stones, this board is better off than on, for these stones can be so 

placed as to prevent the mortar from running through, and to fasten 

the window-frames to the wall. In making the door-frame, its bottom 

plank will serve as your door cill, or stepping piece, and these 

scantlings will serve to nail your casing to, and fasten your inside 

window-frame on. I am no carpenter, but it seems to me that all this 

rigging about window- frames is not necessary ; at least, that a more 

simple contrivance can be adopted, yet what we have now described 

will serve for 
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putting up our wall, and this is all which concerns this mode of 

building, properly speaking. These window and door frames should 

now be braced inside, about midway up, else the wall might spring 

them inward, which will prevent your windows from playing freely, 

and occasion a good deal of trouble in the finishing. These window-

frames can be set on bricks if preferred. Mine are thus set, and a brick 

arch is sprung over on their tops, so as to prevent the wall from 

settling in their top. Yet it seems to me, any piece of timber, or stick 

of wood, even, thrown across the top, will serve every practical 

purpose. Indeed, I very much doubt the necessity of any thing, for it 

seems to me that our material will form just as good an arch as if it 

were laid up regularly with brick, only keep it from springing until 

our material has a chance to set, and it will become just about as firm 

as a solid stone. 

18. THE TOP OP THIS WALL. 

This, of course, requires to be perfectly leveled, so as to form a 

level resting-place for your floor timbers. To secure this level, of 

course some leveling instrument will have to be used, yet carpenters 

know how to make these, and they are easily applied. The top of the 

standards above described will furnish guides for your boards. Your 

top tier of boards should be so nailed that the top of the board shall be 

even with the top of your standards, and then, your coarse mortar can 

be thrown in, so as to fill it to within an inch, or even a half an inch 

of the top, and a thin coat of fine mortar will complete it; yet I should 

advise laying a board on top of the wall the width of the wall, so that 

your floor timbers may have a resting place more solid than the 

mortar, because this mortar is yet green, whereas, this board on top 

will so equalize the pressure as to keep every thing in place. This 

board can then be nailed on top of the scantling, and thus still farther 

strengthen the walls. As soon as your wall is up, it is well to place all 

your floor timbers, because they serve to steady that wall, and then 

you are ready for proceeding with the next story. 
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19. TEMPORARY FLOORS. 

This mode of building requires a great deal of wheeling and 

walking on these floor timbers, and this requires a temporary floor, 

and, in my opinion, the better course is, after your floor timbers are 

down, to put down your floors, of course first filling up between your 

floor timbers with this coarse mortar, and laying your floor boards so 

that they shall actually penetrate into the wall. These boards may get 

somewhat bruised in the course of building, yet, by taking due pains, 

laying down rough, loose boards, to be wheeled on, and to catch any 

stones that may fall from the shovel, you will probably gain more 

than lose; and if it should rain after this floor is down, it will damage 

your floor very little. An occasional nail may be drawn, but is easily 

driven back. Or a temporary floor may be nailed down, made of hem-

lock, three quarters thick, such as is used to line floors, and after your 

roof is on, put your floor proper on the top of this lining. But I only 

suggest this plan as a matter of reason; I have not tried it as a matter 

of experiment, but have felt the need of some thing of this sort. 

Supposing your house to be thirty feet square, a thousand feet of 

boards, which might cost you ten, or twelve, or fifteen dollars, would 

lay this temporary floor, and probably save in the work of putting up 

the building. Still, let each builder decide this point for himself. 

20. ANCHORAGE. 

All houses require more or less anchoring. By our mode of 

building, this will be easily effected as follows: As you place your 

floor timbers, nail them to these boards on top of the wall, on which 

they rest. This anchors the floor timbers to the wall below. Then, to 

anchor them to the wall above, bore holes with an inch and a half or 

two inch auger, giving them a slight slant outward; bore holes near 

the end of these timbers, and right where the wall above is to be 

placed, giving them a slight slant toward the outside of your house, 

and drive pins, and when you build your wall around these pins, your 

floor timbers are anchored 
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abundantly ; and where these floor timbers meet inside the house, an 

occasional pin through a couple of them anchors them in the middle. 

This anchors your house one way. It can be anchored the other way 

as follows: Let your floor timber which lies along nearest the wall be 

placed close to the wall, and bore slanting holes in the side of these 

floor timbers, next to the wall, driving these wooden pins, and of 

course these pins will stick out where your wall is to be made. When 

the wall is made around these pins, of course this first floor timber is 

anchored to the wall; then your floor boards are nailed to this timber, 

being nailed also to the other timbers; and the other floor timbers on 

the opposite side, fixed in like manner, of course, your whole house 

is bound solidly together by only a few hours’ work. It is also very 

well, as you build up the corners, to anchor them by long, narrow 

stones crossing in various ways or lapping across these corners. 

.These remarks will, at least, serve to put the builder’s mind on the 

track of adopting any such simple mode which may come handy. 

21. CHIMNEYS, VENTILATION, SPEAKING-TUBES, ETC. 

If your walls are wide enough, these can be easily made, by just 

placing a round stick, the size of your proposed chimney, or 

ventilator, into your wall, and drawing it along up after you, thus 

leaving a hole behind it. Two of my chimney flues I carried up by 

brick, and these are the only two poor ones I have in my building, as 

far as they have been tried. I carried two inside walls from bottom to 

top, for the sole purpose of building my chimneys in this manner; 

those round sticks employed were of various sizes, according to the 

sized flue desired, but if I were to build again, I should make them 

larger. They vary from 6 to 8 inches in diameter. My speaking-tubes 

were 2 to 3 inches, and were also drawn up after me in the same 

manner. 

I had occasion for two chimneys, which I could not locate in this 

inside wall, devoted to chimneys, and resolved on building them of 

my gravel material. Against this all my workmen protested, some 

giving one reason, others another, yet I overruled them all, directed 

my carpenter to place three boards, about 18 
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inches wide, up and down, alongside of the outside wall, and to place 

one of these sticks, about 8 inches through and 6 feet long, inside this 

chimney box, having a rope fastened to its upper end, and carried to 

the story above; and making my material a little finer than usual, I 

wheeled and shoveled it into these up and down boxes, occasionally 

hoisting my inside stick, and in a few minutes had carried it two-

thirds of a story, when, fearing if I proceeded too fast it might cave 

in, I suspended operations for a few hours, drawing up my stick to 

the top of the story, as I filled up the boxes, in a couple of days, and 

this formed a perfectly smooth tunnel for smoke. Leaving my outer 

box boards on for two or three weeks, on removing them, there my 

chimneys are, yet costing scarcely three dollars apiece, from bottom 

to top. 

I assure the reader that my best chimneys are those built in the 

manner just prescribed. Where a turn is to be made, of course brick 

must be used to effect that turn. 

I attempted to make water-pipes in the same manner, by using 

water-lime in place of common lime, but have not tested any of them, 

and perhaps shall not, because they require to be made with 

considerable care, yet with that care can be made perfectly tight. My 

mode of procedure was, first, to make the same hole that I would 

make for a chimney, then insert a small round stick, say two or three 

inches in diameter, according to the size of the desired pipe; I would 

fill up the spaces caused by the different sizes of these two sticks with 

water-lime, sand, and stone, made thin, and occasionally turning this 

inner stick around, so as to compact all the materials closely together. 

Ventilators can easily be made by a like means, and as they can be 

made so easily, it is a pity that any house should be without them. 

Each room should have its ventilator, and that veil tilator should open 

at both the bottom and top of the room, so as to carry off any bad air 

which may settle at the bottom, or rise to the top. Of course, in 

finishing off, these ventilators should have their registers, so that 

their action may be under control, and when carried to the top of the 

house they can be opened just under the eaves, between the rafters, 

and thus the bad air cast out of the building. Strictly speaking, no two 

rooms should open into the same ventilator, because this will allow 

sounds to pass 
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from one room to the other, which should be avoided; but they are 

so easily made that wre need hardly trouble ourselves to economize 

their number. If too large, these holes will somewhat weaken your 

wall, yet this point is too insignificant to be noticed, because the 

walls will be abundantly strong, if the ventilators are of proper size. 

Speaking-tubes should generally open into closets. 

22. OUTSIDE AND INSIDE FINISH. 

These outside walls are completed when the outside and inside 

jinish is put on. My own consists simply of a coat of common mortar, 

such as is used for plastering inside walls, and put on in every respect 

just as you would put on the scratch-coat of an inside wall, spread 

right on to this rough wall, made as already described. The second 

coat, to make it resemble granite, is colored with indigo, lampblack, 

and some other articles, according to the fancy of the finisher, adding 

some iron filings and salt, for the purpose of bringing out a rust on 

the surface, to make it resemble granite. The philosophy of iron 

filings and salt is this. The salt corrodes the iron, and causes this 

oxide to ooze out in drops, which dry on the surface of the mortar, 

so as exactly to resemble, which it in fact is, iron rust, such as is to 

be found in granite. This outside can be finished to resemble granite, 

marble, plain or clouded, according to the fancy of the owner and 

artist, and blocked off, by making a compost of lime and white sand, 

and put where you would have the blocks. My present opinion is that 

the very best mode of finishing is simply to put on one coat of mortar, 

such as is used for the inside plastering, but take pains and lay it on 

smoothly and evenly, perhaps using a straight edge, letting it dry, and 

then hard finish it. 

This hard finish should have a plentiful supply of white or black 

sand, to give it body, else it is liable to peel or flake off. This hard 

finish should be made by first running off lime and mixing in sand, 

say from half to two-thirds more sand than lime, and then, just as it 

is about to be put on, mix in stucco, or plaster of Paris calcined, as in 

hard finishing, and while putting it on, work it much and smoothly, 

with the trowel. But please observe this is not wholly experimental^ 

but is in part suggestive. 
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I recommend the hard finish, because it serves to turn water, and 

will thus keep much of the dampness out cf the walls; it can also be 

painted, and this, will effectually prevent any moisture from passing 

through the walls into the house. It will also look better, at least from 

a distance, than any darker color, and a coat of raw oil will render it 

perfectly white, because that oil will soon be bleached by the weather, 

besides serving the purpose of turning rain. Also, any stain which 

may strike the outside of the house is effectually turned and runs off. 

The cost of this kind of finishing is equal only to that of common 

plaster, after the lathing is done, provided, of course, you have put up 

your walls straight. Of this plastering, from 60 to 80 square yards can 

be put on in a day, and as many more of hard finish in another day, 

so that your outside finish can be put on in connection with this kind 

of building cheaper, probably, than with any other. Suppose, then, 

your house is 30 feet square, or 20 by 40—your first story 9 or 10 

feet, your second 8, and your third 3 or 4—you have 280 square yards 

to plaster, and that is all. A good smart mason can do this in about 

four days, at a cost of labor of some ten or twelve dollars, and the 

hard finish about as much more in addition. Suppose the whole 

outside finish should cost $50, painting included, pray, is not this 

very cheap; and your house thus finished will look splendidly, and is 

easily kept so, because any marks of soiling are easily washed off. 

Suppose you were to finish it with clap-boards, it will require some 

2,500 feet, at least, and at a cost of from $25 to $35 per thousand— 

more by considerable than the entire cost of finish, by our method. 

Then these clap boards have to be planed, and put up, and the 

scaffolding for your mason will cost no more than for your clap- 

boarder. Then, these clapboards must be painted, with two or three 

coats of oil and white lead, and this painting renewed every few years. 

Walls can be built and plastered, hard finished and painted outside, 

cheaper than you can merely clap-board the same surface. If your 

mason should want to take his finishing by the job, he will make it 

cost you double or treble the rates here specified, but every plasterer 

knows that 70 yards of plastering is only an ordinary day’s work, and 

about as much more for hard finish. 

One other form of outside finish has been tried with success by 
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Mr. Thornton, lumber dealer, in Pawtucket, R. I., and is as follows. 

He simply mixed some common coal dust with his mortar, just 

enough to turn it a grayish color, and the little specks of coal which 

come to the surface shine and sparkle in the sun like diamonds, giving 

to his outside finish a beautiful and rich appearance. All he did, was 

simply to mingle this coal dust, or screenings, with his mortar. But 

the common mode of plastering, without coloring, a little way off 

looks very well, at least, better for an ordinary house, than any other 

which a man of limited means can afford. Still, touching this matter, 

let every man inquire and judge for himself. Of course, it might seem, 

at first sight, that this plastering would peel off; so it will, if spread 

upon lath. But mark this difference. Plaster never adheres to wood; 

the entire adhesion, remember, of plastering, when put upon lath, is 

the clinch upon the back side of the lath. Of course, frosts heave this 

plaster, and break these clinches. Not so with ours, and for this 

reason. The mortar is not separated from the main material by wood. 

Hence, water can insinuate itself between the plaster and wood, not 

only loosening the plaster from the wood, but swelling the wood so 

as to crack and heave off the plaster by expansion ; and when the 

wood shrinks by drying, it leaves the plaster loose, whereas ours, 

incorporating itself in the solid material of the wall, becomes one 

with that wall, just as much as if it had been put on at the time the 

wall was going up, and those little honey-comb holes mentioned8 

serve the purpose of the very best clinchers in the world. In Mr. 

Thornton’s house, there occurs a slight peeling, but, observe, it is not 

between the plaster and the wall, but between the two coats of plaster, 

or, between the scratch-coat and outer coat, and hence, I recommend 

that but a single coat be put on, that that coat be rendered as thin as it 

will well work, and pressed thoroughly into all the little holes in the 

wall, that is, worked well with the trowel when spread on, and smooth 

the first time. It will check some in drying, but the hard finish 

recommended will stop these checks in a single application. 

It should be added, that my mason mingled a little water-lime with 

his mortar, as he put it on, the utility of which I rather doubt. Still, its 

cost was a mere trifle, and it possibly may be of use in turning 

dampness. 



4. FARMINGTON,  MAINE This 

brick house was built with 

buttresses at the corners and 

curious projections under the 

eaves, which are neither 

functional nor necessary. 

Presently lacking porches 

altogether, the house was 

originally provided with one at 

the entrance. The cupola at the 

apex of the low- pitched roof 

lights the staircase that is the 

circulation core of the house. 

Photograph by Edmund Gillon.  

 



5. MADISON,  MADISON COUNTY ,  

NEW YORK Dr. James Coolidge 

built this house circa 1850, using 

cobblestones for the walls and 

cut-stone quoins at the corners.  
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In our cities they are in the habit of finishing their best brick houses 

with plaster or another compou.id, altogether forming what they call 

mastic-cement, the price of which is $1 00 per square yard. This is 

considered cheaper than an ordinary brick house made of first-rate 

brick. That is, after they have bought their ordinary brick, put up their 

wall, paid the mason for laying them, and tender for making and 

carrying mortar, they then add this dollar per square yard for their 

outside finish, and yet consider their walls cheaper than if made of 

first-rate brick, laid in the Flemish bond style. Then how much 

cheaper this gravel-wall, for their mastic finish will adhere far better 

to this than that. 

That nature has furnished better materials, if we will discover and 

apply them, than boards and paint, is apparent; for, besides their 

expensiveness, they must, as the world fills up, become too scarce to 

supply the demand. Our plan is peculiarly adapted to a plaster finish, 

and that such cheap and durable finishes can be made, is a matter not 

of inference but of experiment. The State House at New Haven, Conn., 

is plastered outside, and has withstood the action of frost and rain 

over thirty years, and without the expense of frequent repainting. So 

well has this plaster finish recommended itself practically in New 

Haven, that all their first-class houses are now covered with it. The 

feasibility of an outside plaster finish is thus placed, by experiment, 

beyond a doubt. 

The following recipes, clipped from the papers, are given as 

received, without endorsement, but not without considerable con-

fidence in their durability and applicability to the gravel-wall. 
“ The Pittsburgh Chronicle says an individual has a mode of manufacturing 

marble which is pronounced superior to any other artificial stone or marble in 

use, and will supersede the use of lime mortar in the various processes of 

plastering, and will be extensively usod for stucco work, mosaic, statuary, 

mantle-pieces, table slabs, atmospheric and hydraulic cement, roofing of houses, 

and paving of streets, etc. It will set or harden in six hours, when applied in 

plastering houses. It will resist the action of atmospheric heat, damp, frost, etc., 

and is susceptible of a high polish, and can be manufactured at a cost little 

exceeding ordinary lime mortar.”* 

“ Much is said of the brilliant stucco whitewash on the east of the Pres 

* If any reader can give any information touching thia invention, it will be thankfully 
received. 
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ident’s house at Washington. The following is a recipe for making it, with some 

additional improvements learned by experiment: 

“ Take half a bushel of nice, unslacked lime, slack it with boiling water, 

covering it during the process, to keep in the steam. Strain the liquor through a 

fine sieve or strainer, and add to it a peck of clean salt, previously dissolved in 

warm water; three pounds of ground rice, ground to a thin paste, and stirred and 

boiled, hot; half a pound of powdered Spanish whiting, and a pound of clean 

glue, which has been previously dissolved by first soaking it well, and then 

hanging it over a slow fire, in a small kettle, within a large one filled with water. 

Add five gallons of hot water to the whole mixture, stir it well, and let it stand a 

few days, covered from the dirt. It should be put on quite hot; for this purpose it 

can be kept in a kettle, on a portable furnace. It is said that about one pint of this 

mixture will cover a square yard upon the outside of a house, if properly applied. 

“ Brushes more or less small may be used, according to the neatness of the 

job required. It retains its brilliancy for many years. There is nothing of the kind 

that will compare with it, either for outside or inside walls. Coloring matter may 

be put in and made of any shade you like. Spanish brown stirred in will make a 

red or pink, more or less deep, according to the quantity. A delicate tinge of this 

is very pretty for inside walls Finely pulverized common clay, well mixed up 

with Spanish brown before it is stirred into the mixture, makes a lilac color. 

Lampblack and Spanish brown mixed together produce a reddish stone color 

Lampblack in moderate quantities makes a slate color, very suitable for the 

outside of buildings. Yellow ochre stirred in makes a yellow wash, but chrome 

goes farther, and makes a color generally esteemed prettier. In all these cases, 

the darkness of the shade will of course be determined by the quantity of the 

coloring matter used. It is difficult to make a rule, because the tastes are very 

different; it would be best to try experiments on a shingle, and let it dry. I have 

been told that green must not be mixed with lime. The lime destroys the color, 

and the color has an effect on the whitewash, which makes it crack and peel. 

When walls have been badly smoked, and you wish to have them a clean white, 

it is well to squeeze indigo plentifully through a bag into the water you use, 

before it is stirred into the whole mixture. If a larger quantity than five gallons 

should be wanted, the same proportion should be observed.” 

Many readers will no doubt remember that splendid mansion in 

Broad Street, Philadelphia, near Chestnut, which is plastered and 

colored yellow, and has withstood the weather these ten years, to my 

knowledge, probably longer. 

Touching the inside finish, it can be spread directly upon this wall, 

or furred and lathed. If the builder is able, the latter method is 

undoubtedly the best, and well worthy of the extra 
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cost, wherever it can be afforded, because it renders the house dryer, 

warmer, more even of temperature, and every way better, on account 

of that dead air between the wall and the plaster. A part of my own 

house I have thus furred and lathed, but the two upper stories 1 have 

not, partly because a quarter of the surface is occupied by closets, and 

another quarter by windows. And yet, I should recommend, to those 

who have means, the latter method, but I have, as yet, seen no marks 

or signs of dampness in my closets, or on my walls, nor do I believe 

I shall ever be troubled with either. Still, I can only say what has been, 

thus far, and leave the future to the future. Unless your walls are 

carried up middling straight, it will also cost you more to finish on 

them, than on lath, because, in some places, the mortar will have to 

go on thicker, and in others, thinner, but a poor man could better live 

without its being lathed and plastered inside, than to live in a rented 

house. In fact, by this mode of building, a man may accommodate 

himself to present circumstances, and finish afterward, as he becomes 

able. 

23. CLAY AND STONE WALL. 

Thus far, 1 have spoken experimentally. Respecting the solidity of 

the gravel and lime walls, not one particle of doubt remains. I, 

however, suggest another plan, which, if I were in a country where 

clay was handy and sand not, I should adopt. I should temper clay, 

just as I would to make brick, and then mingle in stones, large and 

small, with this clay, or else lay them in, as the clay is shoveled into 

the wall, and put up a house of clay and stones, instead of lime and 

stones; any other hard substance, such as described,8 will answer just 

as good a purpose. I have tried a small piece of wall in this way, 

enough to satisfy myself that it will answer every purpose of solidity. 

Houses have often been made of unburned clay, but what is the use 

in separating this clay into blocks, and then uniting them by mortar? 

Why not throw your clay into these boxes or cribs, as above 

described,10 and make the whole in one solid clay mass ? And if clay 

alone will stand, surely clay plentifully mixed with large and small 

stones will stand better. The greatest objection here, appertains to the 
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handling of this clay, because it is so sticky. Yet, this very property 

of tenacity is the binding property of the wall. To have just clay 

enough to fill all in between these stones, and bind them together, 

and to have stones enough coming out to the edge of the wall for the 

outside mcrtar coat to adhere to, would, it seems to me, make a cheap, 

and every way excellent wall; at least, sufficiently solid for all 

practical purposes of support. At all events, I shall make an extended 

trial of this material, in building fences and out-houses. By this 

method, even the cost of lime is saved} so that, supposing a man has 

to build on a clay foundation, all he has to do is duly to wet and 

temper his clay, and shovel it right into his walls. But since a foot of 

stones can be handled much more easily than a foot of clay, and 

serves a better purpose, from one-half to two-thirds of his wall should 

be composed of large and small stones. Nor should I be afraid to carry 

up a two, or even three story house of this material. 

Fences can also be built of both these materials, either clay and 

stones, or sand, lime, and stones, yet, not having had experience in 

this line, I do not speak positively, but think a very thin fence, say 

eighteen inches at bottom, and tapering up to six or eight inches on 

top, would answer every purpose, and believe a wall can be built in 

this way about as cheap as a stone wall. At all events, I shall soon put 

this suggestion into practice. 

24. COST OP THE GRAVEL-WALL. 

That this kind of wall co&ts far less than either brick or wood, is 

perfectly obvious at one glance. The price of brick varies in various 

places, but suppose it to be $5 per 1000; how great a saving occurs 

in material. It takes only from half to a quarter as much lime to build 

this wall as to lay up the same sized brick wail. A cart load of stone 

will go just as far as a cart load of 

ick, and answers just as good a purpose. The stones have to be 

carted, but do not also your brick % And brick must be carted from 

one to several miles, whereas, stones can generally be picked up all 

arcund your dwelling, so that building your house will very likely 

serve to clear your farm of these encumbrances. Supposing, then, a 

man has a stony field to clear con 
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tiguous to his building spot; after throwing the stones into his cart, 

which he would have to do in clearing his land, he can now cart them 

to his building spot, about as well as to any other place of deposit, so 

that his stones are brought to their places with little additional cost, 

and these stones form more than half the material for the wall, and a 

sand or gravel bank will doubtless be more contiguous than a brick-

yard, and in a majority of cases, the materials can be dug right from 

the cellar, or obtained within a few rods of your building site. But as 

any expense of carting will vary with the locality, but be much less 

by this than the brick wall, we will leave this out of our estimate 

altogether. It can, at least, be done in winter, on snow, and thus much 

more advantage taken, than in building with brick. But, your mate-

rials on the spot, clear off your top soil as far down as your gravel, 

then sink your wall as far into your gravel as you design it shall go ; 

now shovel gravel from your cellar right into your mortar-beds, and 

thence to your wall, so that in digging your cellar you actually make 

your wall. Nor is it much more trouble to move your material into the 

wall, than cast it outside and carting it away. We have already 

estimated about the amount of lime requisite, say from $15 to $20, 

according to the size of your building. In the case of my own house, 

$20 worth of lime put up a building 256 feet in circumference, and 

23 feet high; equal to a house 64 feet square, and three stories high, 

provided these stories were only 10, 8, and 5 feet high; yet I should 

advise the use of $30 instead of $20 worth, for the same sized walls, 

and even more, where higher; but under any circumstances, from $20 

to $25 worth of lime should put up a house 30 feet square and two 

stories and a half high. And now, please observe, this is all the 

material you want for your entire wall, saving some three or four 

dollars’ worth of scantling for guide standards, sills, frames for doors 

and windows, boards for the top of the wall, etc. What boards I used 

on my wall cost about $3 per story, and my standards about two more. 

Your entire material will then cost you, for this gravel-wall, from $20 

to $30, whereas, brick alone would cost $200 or $300. Now, reader, 

do you or do you not see an immense difference in cost of material; 

a difference which of itself should entitle this mode of building to 

universal consid 
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eration. Your pile of stones, requisite for the building, will cost 

just the drawing, whereas a like pile of brick to build the same 

with, will cost several hundred dollars! To build one square 

foot with brick wall takes about twenty. A house 23 feet 

high and 32 feet square, will require about 3,000 square feet, or, 

making allowance for breakage and wasteage, some 60,000 bricks, 

which, at $5 per thousand, would cost $300. Now, these brick 

have to be laid up, and this will cost, at $3 per thousand, $180 

more; add $30 or $40 for lime, or $520 in all. It cost me 44 

days’ work, of common $12 per month hands, to put up my wall 

11 feet 2 inches high, and 256 feet in circumference. It took six 

days and a half of my carpenter’s labor, at $1 00 per day, which, 

added to the other, makes $26 50, and two and a half days of the 

mason to lay the window sills, and the arches over windows and 

doors, and to level off the wall, and put on the boards, ready for 

the floor timbers. My brick cost about $6 50, and the boards for 

the top of the wall, and scantling for standards, about $6 00 more, 

and the lime cost $10; this foots up not far from $60. The rub- 

ble stones used were quarried in digging the cellar, so as, properly 

speaking, not to be reckoned into the cost of the wall. But sup- 

pose they were, I should think from three to five dollars would 

have done the quarrying, and as much more would have hauled 

the sand used two and a half miles. In footing up the bill for 

my last story but one, I could reckon only about $70, and, sur- 

prised at this result, concluded I must have made some cardinal 

omission, and hence, charged my carpenter, when I came to the 

upper story, to reckon every item of expense in his department 

and in mine. We began our work Friday before noon, and fin- 

ished it the next week Saturday, at nine o’clock. I then sum- 

moned all hands; footed up labor and time, examined the mate- 

rials used, and found the following result: 

Common labor, 44 days, at 

$12 per month ......................  $20 00 

Carpenter work ...........................  700 

Mason laying window sills, 

arches, and leveling wall, 2 50 

Lime, 250 bush., slacked, at 

4 cents per bushel  10 00 

Lumber for standards and 

top of wall  6

 00 

1,000 brick for window sills 

and arches ................................  6 50 

Board for hands ..........................  12 00 

Sand, quarrying stones, nails, 

horse to haul up, use of 

boards for troughs, etc ...........  15 00 

Total ................................  $79 00 
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And one-ninth of even this small sum was for brick and laying. True, 

I had my mortar-beds all made, tackle rigged, and all things ready for 

working; but it need not take many days’ work to get ready. The 

outside finish can be put on very cheaply, or made more expensive, 

as the owner chooses. Experience had taught me to handle the stuff 

economically, but my candid opinion is, that $100 will put up and 

finish off the outside walls of a house 30 feet square, give it a good 

coat of plaster and hard finish; that is, would do all which belongs to 

the wall itself, and leave that wall every way better than a brick wall 

which would cost $600. Of course, this estimate does not reckon 

windows and doors, which would have to be added to a brick house 

as much as to this, and cost just the same in that as this. Goodrich 

estimated his walls as four times cheaper than wood, and six times 

cheaper than brick, and his estimates and mine come to about the 

same results. 

One of my neighbors, H. J. Sherwood, of Fishkill Hook, ventured 

to build a carriage-house on this plan. His house is 24 by 26, about 

10 feet high, and cost about 7 days’ work of Irishmen, besides some 

little assistance he himself rendered, and about $6 worth of lime. He 

expressed himself as perfectly delighted with this mode of building, 

in which the work and all the plan so far exceeded what he 

anticipated, though he had seen mine and heard me describe it, as to 

become as enchanting as a novel, and so delighted him as to interfere 

with his sleep at night. Mr. Thornton, before mentioned, residing in 

Pawtucket, E. I., thinks he saved himself several hundred dollars by 

adopting this method, and all who have tried it bear a like testimony. 

And now, reader, having done my duty, by telling the truth, as nearly 

as I know it, I leave you to either proceed in the old horse-jog mode 

of building, or adopt this new railroad style, as you in your sovereign 

pleasure may choose to decide. Of course, the other portions of the 

house, such as doors, windows, floors, floor timbers, etc., will cost 

as much by this plan as any other. Our estimates and descriptions 

have reference simply to the outside walls. 

Now foot up the cost of frame and walls in accordance with the 

prices of materials and labor in your various sections, and compare it 

with the cost of our wall for a house of the same shape and 
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dimensions—remembering that our estimate is for a house two and a 

half stories high—and then choose the new, cheaper, and better style, 

or the old, costly, and poorer way. 

25. THE QUALITY OF THIS GRAVEL-WALL. 

Is it as good as a frame-house % Far better, every way. Let us 

examine its advantages. Air rushes in freely through the open 

crevices of the siding, and, of course, through every crack in the 

plastering and flooring, and therefore troubles you to keep warm in 

cold weather, even with considerable fire; and especially your feet, 

in consequence of the air coming up through the floors. This our wall 

prevents. Plastered outside and in, it, of course, excludes the air from 

getting access under the floor, or to the inner coat of plastering, 

leaving only windows and doors for its ingress. Now, a warm house is 

quite a desideratum, both as saving fuel—quite an expensive thing—

and as promotive of comfort. A house built in this way not only 

retains the heat, but preserves an even temperature, and thus escapes 

the one-minute- warm-and-the-next-cold, incident to all wooden 

buildings. 

The fact in regard to my own house is, that water standing all 

winter in one of the rooms in which there was no fire, nor any below 

it, has not frozen; and I will prove practically, to all who will give 

me an opportunity, that the house is thus easily made and kept warm. 

I speak not of doors and windows, which are the same in the new as 

old style, but of floors and walls. I would not, on any account, 

exchange my walls even for brick or filled-in walls; because the 

former retain moisture, which these never do; and the latter allow 

more or less air to pass in around the siding and next the plastering, 

whereas these shut up every possible avenue against its entrance, 

from top to bottom, with double doors. All cracks in lath and plastering 

the wind finds and pours through; but if a crack occurs in my inside 

wall—and I have none, except such as are caused by that settling 

already alluded to, and the mason should have known better than to 

have begun a wall on so poor an arch—no wind can get to it, and 

therefore none through it; for it can not press against the inside coat 

of plaster the whole length and breadth of wall, as by the old 
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method, nor come in around the wash-boards, for it can not get to them, but must stay out. I 

consider my house worth much more, just on this account, than if built in the old way. 

You see, then, how and why it is that this kind of wall is not half as 

costly as the present kinds, and yet is twice or thrice as good, in every 

respect. 

This plan also allows you to build your floors of hemlock. That 

timber is not used for this purpose, because it can not be grooved and 

matched, which is necessary to keep the wind out. But by the proposed 

method, no wind can get access under the floor, and, of course, no 

grooves and joints are necessary to keep it from coming up through 

it. 

26. VERMIN EXCLUDED FROM GRAVEL-WALLS. 

Moreover, the wood method allows rats and mice free range 

throughout the house, and furnishes a complete harbor for them. But 

our plan shuts them out effectually. They can not climb up and harbor 

between siding and plastering, nor get up between ceiling and floors; 

for all is solid. They can be effectually prevented from entering, while 

building, by just making one single place around your chimney 

mouse-tight. You effectually, by this kind of wall, exclude these 

exceedingly annoying and destructive customers from all parts of the 

house, by filling up all access and all harbors ; and is not this worth 

$1,000 % Many would give twice as much to be rid of these torments. 

Special attention is invited to the very great superiority of this plan, 

not in one or two trifling respects, but in every respect. Any one of these 

advantages is amply sufficient to secure its universal adoption, while 

all combined render it incomparably better than any other—it having 

the advantages of all, no disadvantages, and many excellences 

unknown to all others. In short, it is nature’s style of architecture. And 

its allowing the eight or twelve-sided plan, soon to be shown to gain 

one-fifth by its FORM alone, caps the climax of its value. 



SECTION III. 

DEFECTS IN THE USUAL SHAPES OF HOUSES. 

Since some shaped houses contain twice and even thrice as much 

room as others, compared with their amount of wall, and that much 

better adapted to household purposes, the best form, for a house 

becomes a matter of prime importance—even a governing 

condition—and requires judicious investigation. How can I inclose 

the most space, so shaped that it can be partitioned off into rooms best 

adapted to my requisitions, should be your great inquiry. This brings 

up the defects of most houses. 

27. HIGH AND LOW HOUSES. 

Low houses cost much more, compared with their room, than high 

ones. Foundation and roof cost the same for a one, as for a four-story 

house, yet the latter contains four times as much room, or four houses 

in one; and all for less than double the expense—a saving of about 

one-half. 

“ But I want all my rooms on one floor, for I don’t like this running 

up and down stairs—this living in the garret and cooking down 

cellar!” exclaims some weakly fidget, as horrified at the sight of stairs 

as a mad dog at that of water. Then build as you please, but for one, 

I dislike to sleep on the first floor, because more or less dampness 

will ascend, causing colds, fevers, and premature death. Nor do I like 

to sleep directly under the roof, because so insufferably hot evenings 

as to induce one to throw off all the bed-clothes on retiring, yet 

rapidly cooling toward morning, by dew or rain, so as to cause chills 

and colds, but 
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decidedly prefer an intermediate story, so as to escape both these 

evils, and secure dryness, and as even a temperature as possible. To 

human health and happiness, sound sleep is second in importance 

only to air and food, so that good sleeping apartments are more 

important than even a good parlor ; and these can not be had in a 

house less than two and a half or three stories. It is especially bad to 

sleep right over an unventilated cellar; for the poisonous gases 

generated by stale or decaying vegetables are both noxious and 

insidious. 

Ventilation,17 too, is as important in a house as breath to human 

life and strength. Yet no one-story house can be well ventilated; much 

less if located low, whereas a high house naturally causes the air to 

draw up from bottom to top, because the atmosphere is lighter above 

than below, which naturally not only facilitates and increases all 

breezes, but even creates a draft when there is no breeze; on the 

principle that a high chimney promotes draft. And the higher the 

house the cooler and more complete this ventilation in summer, and 

the warmer in winter. Hot air naturally ascends, which cools the 

house in summer, and warms it in winter, whereas, in a low house, it 

escapes out of doors, instead of into upper rooms; which renders 

heating it much more expensive. 

And are not the rooms even more accessible in a high than low 

house? Suppose you require the room of a three-story house 30 by 

40, is it not easier to ascend 10 feet than go from 40 to 50 on a level, 

and to ascend 18 feet than walk 60 to 100 ? 

Fig. 1. 
    

a 
  

Entry. 
  

    

b     

Thus, how much more difficult is it to ascend two flights of stairs 

than to walk from a to b, which is over 100 feet on a scale of 16 feet 

to the inch. And then see how much more room is 
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consumed by the entry than if you had merely a stairway. To 

accommodate a large family takes a good many rooms, which, if all on 

one story, would require an immense roof and foundation, and must be 

every way awkward and inconvenient, besides looking so low. And why 

is not a bed-room as handy on the second story as first ? Is going up 

stairs twice a day—once, to prepare the bed, and again to occupy it—

or even more, so very irksome % Even to cook a story below where you 

eat is not so bad, if a dumb waiter is provided to transport food and 

dishes back and forth. Yet a light, airy basement is no inferior eating 

place. Both to look well proportioned and to be convenient, houses re- 

, quire to be about two-thirds as high as wide. Small houses ^ should be 

at least a story and a half, and large ones two or three - stories, according 

to size. 

( 28. LARGE AND SMALL HOUSES. 

A small house, compared with its room, costs much more than a 

large one, and is much less comfortable, because, first, it requires more 

wall to inclose it, as compared with its number of square feet. Thus, a 

mile below St. Charles, 111., is a one-story stone house, ten feet square, 

and its walls one foot thick. Of course, it is 8 feet square inside, and 

contains 64 square feet to 40 feet of outside wall, or about one and a 

third feet of wall to every square foot of room. Now, a house 20 feet 

square inside gives 400 square feet of room to 80 feet of wall, or 5 feet 

v- of room to 1 foot of wall, which is more than 350 per cent, more ; 

inside room, compared with its outside wall, than the 10 feet house. But 

a 40 feet house gives 1,600 square feet to 160 feet of wall, or 10 feet of 

inside room to every foot of outside wall. Observe, reader, some nine times 

more room in the large house, compared with its outside wall, than in 

the small one! Verily, are not these small houses more expensive, 

compared with what room they yield, than one would suppose ? One 80 

feet square, gives 6,400 square feet for 320 feet of wall, or 20 feet of 

inside room to one foot of wall, which is fifteen times more room in the 

large than small house, compared with its wall. It would, then, take one 

hundred of these 10 feet houses to give as much room 
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as is given in one 80 feet house. To present this in a tabular form, 

omitting thickness of walls: 

Sized House. Outside Wall. Square Feet 

10 feet takes 40 feet, gives 100 inside room. 
20 “ 80 “ “ 400 “ 
40 “ 160 “ “ 1,600 " 
80 “ 820 “ “ 6,400 w 

Now reduce these by division to their lowest denominations 

equally by cutting off their ciphers, and we have the following 

proportions : 

1 2 4 8 sized house. 
12 4 16 outside wall. 
1 4 16 64 inside room. 

Observe the law here involved. While the increase of wall is 1. 2. 4. 

8. that of capacity is four times greater, or 1. 4. 16. 64. By increasing the 

wall only from 1 to 8, you increase the room, from 1 to 64. That is, 

the wall of the 10 feet square house is sixty-four times more expensive, 

for its room, than one of 80 feet; or deducting thickness of wall from 

all, above ninety times. In other words, ninety dollars go no farther in 

making the outside walls of a 10 feet square house, than one dollar 

goes in making one 80 feet square. Of course, this does not reckon 

the partitioning of the large house, yet inside partitions are far less 

expensive than outside walls. 

But see with what force this law applies to large and small rooms. 

A bedroom, 7 by 9, takes 32 feet of wall, yet gives only 63 feet of 

room; and if only 7 feet ceilings, 441 cubic feet of air; whereas, one 

20 feet square takes 80 feet of wall, and gives 400 square feet of room, 

or over six times more room in proportion to its wall, or six rooms in 

one; and if 13 feet high, gives 

5,200 cubic feet of breathing-timber, or almost twelve to one. Now, 

what will be the additional cost of this large room over the small one. 

It costs no more for doors and windows, for one of each will serve 

the large just as well as the small one; and only two and a half times 

more studding, lathing, base-boards, and plastering, and not two and 

a half times as much labor; for it takes no more time to lay out, or 

mark off, the large than the small 
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room, or to strike 20 feet lines than 7 or 9, no more trouble to erect 

the scaffoldings for placing them, or for lathing or plaster ing, and 

not much more time, when once at it, to stud, or lath, or plaster. Of 

course you have six times as much floor and ceiling, yet it takes much 

less labor in proportion, and wastes much less stuff to lay a large floor 

than a small one. 

As to the height, pray how much more does it cost to make a high 

than low room ? Studding comes never less than 12 and usually 13 

feet. Hence, if your walls are only 7 or 8 feet high, you must cut off 

5 or 6 feet of each stud, to be wasted, as to splice costs more than 

new. It costs no more to •place a long stud than a short one; and hence 

a high room costs no more for doors, windows, floors, studdings, or 

base-boards than a low one, and only more for lath, plastering, and 

mortar. Then, pray, how much for that? A room 7 by 9 is 11 yards 

round. Now since, as just seen, it costs no more for studs or placing 

them, or for doors, windows, floors, ceiling (by which is meant over-

head ceiling), or base-boards, the only additional expense of a room 

13 feet high over one 7, is the lath and plastering. Lath, at $1 75 per 

thousand, costs 2£ cents per square yard, and putting on and 

plastering about 5, 6, or 7 more, say outside at 10 cents in all. Now a 

room 7 by 9, 13 feet high, has 22 yards more of plastering on its sides 

than one 7 feet high, and therefore at 10 cents per square yard, costs 

only $2 20 more. A room 20 feet square and 13 feet high has about 

54 square yards more of lathing and plastering than one 7 feet, and 

of course costs, at 10 cents per yard, $5 40, the interest on which for 

one year is only 38 cents, or only about one mill per night, yet 

contains almost twelve times as much of life’s great staple, air. The 

studding of the large room, at $10 00 per 1,000 feet, will cost about 

$8 00, and for the small one about $3 25, difference, $4 75; base-

boards for large room, $1 50, small room, 65 cents, difference, 85 

cents; putting up studding, base-boards, etc., say difference $1 00; 

lathing and plastering large room, $5 40, small room, 32 cents, dif-

ference, $5 08. The difference of cost in the floor is about pro-

portionate to the size of room, except that one can lay a large floor 

much faster and at less waste of stuff than a small one. The large floor 

may possibly cos) the most by $10 00. The 
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doors and windows will be about the same, only a little larger— the 

same number of pieces, only longer, for frames, casings, etc., and 

worth about the same. The difference would not probably exceed a 

dollar, or two, at most. A room 20 by 20, and 13 feet high, might 

possibly cost more than one 7 by 9, and 7 feet high, from $30 00 to 

$35 00, which, at 7 per cent, interest, is only about one-half of a penny 

per night; yet the small one contains only 441 feet of air, while the 

large one contains 5,200! or almost twelve times as much, and all for only 

half a penny per night rent, or one-fourth the price of a cigar! Now for 

which, reader, prefer you to lay out your earnings, for one-fourth of a 

cigar per day, and 440 feet of breathing-timber at night, or for 

5,200 feet of this precious life-giving element without the cigar? 

How can you spend a penny per day so as to obtain any thing like as 

much real good, and even sumptuous luxury, as for this large 

sleeping-room. In your small room you are obliged either to breathe 

your air over and over again for the twentieth time every night, or 

sleep with the wind- blowing directly on you. And if two occupy the 

same bed, how doubly bad in the small, and good in the large one. 

Contrast your feelings in the morning. Waking up in the small room, 

you feel dull, stupid, gloomy, oppressed, yawny, lax, and all unstrung 

in body and mind, because almost stifled for want of breath; in the 

large one, fresh, lively, strong, bright, happy, and healthy. And how 

much more can you enjoy and accomplish during the day ! Especially 

during a lifetime! In the spent air of your small room you discharge 

the poisonous carbonic acid gas, generated by the life process, but 

slowly, or, rather, re-inhale, about as fast as you discharge it, and this 

will soon leave your system loaded down with disease, and cause a 

fit of sickness, which will cost more for doctor’s bills and loss of time 

than several such rooms. If poor, this is the very reason why you 

should sleep in large rooms, lest you get sick, especially since it need 

cost only half a penny per night. The poorer you are, the better you 

can afford to pay this large- room life and health insurance of some 

two dollars per year. 

The same general principles apply to large and small sitting- 

rooms, and particularly to warming them. A small room heats up 

quickly and cools off rapidly, and this perpetual change of 
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temperature is as detrimental as uncomfortable. Who has not noticed, 

on first entering a small room, containing several persons, how 

terribly repulsive and suffocating its atmosphere, rendered so by so 

many breaths in so small a room. To retain a comfortable, even 

temperature in a small room is not possible. To occupy them is 

wicked, because destructive of health and life, and therefore suicidal. 

And how much more so in sickness ? 

Another advantage of a large over a small house is, that outside 

wall costs far more in proportion than inside, and still another, that 

having less surface, it receives and evacuates less heat and receives 

less cold. Thus, as a house 15 by 25 has only about four square feet 

per one of surface, whereas one 40 feet square has 10. Of course the 

former in a very hot day becomes twice and a half times as hot, and 

in very cold weather evacuates fire-heat, and receives out-of-door 

cold, twice and a half times faster than the large one. In a large house 

the sun shines on only a small part of any one room at a time, the 

other walls of the room being screened from the sun’s rays by 

adjoining rooms. A like principle applies to cold, and to one and five-

story houses. 

29. NUMBER OF ROOMS DESIRABLE. 

The poor man, who is obliged to cut his garment according to his 

cloth, must often content himself with small rooms and few of them, 

but those who have the means of building a mansion to their liking, 

will do well to inquire whether money may not be well spent in 

making a much larger number of rooms than is now considered 

desirable. Most men, even of wealth, who lavish thousands on 

ornament, and would spend other thousands if they saw any place for 

profitable investment, nevertheless content themselves with kitchen, 

parlors, and bed-rooms. Yet are there no other family ends almost 

equally requisite? Thus, sewing is an important family end. Would it 

not be well to fit up one room expressly for this class of work, 

containing all necessary fixtures, with closets for dry-goods, etc. This 

would save the litter and clutter of this work in other rooms, and 

materially facilitate its accomplishment. 

Especially is it important that every child, and, indeed, perma- 


